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Forecasting SB genesis and evolution is often a difficult task for coastal meteorologists.
This is especially the case when attempting to forecast SB-induced precipitation, as not every SB
front induces rainfall. The two primary objectives in this thesis were to 1) study why some SB
fronts induce precipitation while others do not, and 2) to explore the effects of a future warmer
climate on SB evolution. To explore these objectives, a SB climatology for 2009-2012 along the
NC coast was constructed using radar and reanalysis datasets. Additionally, current and future
climate SB simulations were produced using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
model. Future climate WRF simulations utilized the pseudo-global warming (PGW) approach,
which involves rerunning current climate SB simulations using modified thermodynamic initial
conditions that represent a warmer, late 21st century climate.
The 88 SB events that were detected between 2009-2012 were nearly evenly distributed
into SB dry (53%) and SB wet (47%) events. Significant differences in kinematic and
thermodynamic conditions were present during SB dry and wet events. On average, SB dry
events occurred under stronger synoptic-scale winds (6.00 ± 2.36 m/s), while SB wet events

occurred under lighter synoptic-scale winds (4.02 ± 2.16 m/s). Moreover, most (85%) SB events
occur during offshore (53%) or parallel (22%) flow. However, as is the case throughout the
literature, the maximization of SB fronts during offshore synoptic flow is sensitive to the
synoptic wind speed. SB events that occurred under offshore synoptic-scale flow in the 0 to 4-6
m/s range were more likely to be categorized as SB wet events, while SB events that occurred
under offshore synoptic-scale flow above 0 to 4-6 m/s were more likely to be categorized as SB
dry events, results similar to those seen in the literature. In terms of thermodynamic controls,
results from this climatology show that the atmosphere has larger values of CAPE and lower
values of CIN and is therefore more conducive to deep convection on SB wet than on SB dry
event days. This study suggests that favorable conditions for the formation of precipitation along
the SB include enhanced early morning instability, minimal stable air aloft, and synoptic-scale
offshore wind flow with speeds between 0 and 4-6 m/s throughout the duration of the event.
Seven of the observed SB precipitation events were simulated in WRF under current
climate conditions and repeated for future climate conditions under the RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5
scenarios. Under current climate conditions WRF performed well in simulating the horizontal
extent and late day veering/backing of the SB front, as well as the the timing of initiation and
peak SB-induced precipitation. However, it struggled to simulate the inland penetration distance
of the SB front, as well as the spatial distribution and total accumulation of precipitation along
the SB front. Under future climate conditions the evolution of WRF simulated SB fronts was
altered resulting in some future SB fronts that induced more precipitation, while other future SB
fronts induced less precipitation when compared to the current climate WRF simulations.
Additionally, under future climate conditions the inland penetration timing and distance was
altered for all of these SB cases when compared to the current climate WRF simulations. In both

the current and future climate simulations the synoptic-dynamic shifts in the atmospheric flow
appear to have more of an influence on SB evolution and associated precipitation than enhanced
temperatures, moisture content, and instability. Subtle shifts in the synoptic-scale wind direction
and speeds along the coast, associated with a westward migration of the North Atlantic
Subtropical High’s western ridge, had considerable influence on the amount and spatial
distribution of future climate SB-induced precipitation.
From a climatological perspective, the results herein suggest that understanding the
effects of climate change on mesoscale precipitation patterns is a very complex task. From a
forecasting perspective, the results presented herein suggest that subtle kinematic and
thermodynamic shifts in the atmosphere will influence NC SB evolution in both the current and
future climate.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Theory
Global climate models (GCMs) have consistently projected robust increases in atmospheric
water vapor in response to a warmer 21st century (Lackmann, 2012). This thermodynamic
response has been linked to increased CO2 levels from anthropogenic forcing. An increase in
atmospheric greenhouse gases leads to more downward infrared radiation and as a result warmer
temperatures at the surface. According to the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, in response to
surface warming from increased downward radiation flux, the atmosphere’s capacity to hold
water increases as well. Additionally, evaporation rates can increase due to warmer surface
temperatures.

This associated increase in evaporation rates, driven by the increase in the

atmosphere’s saturation specific humidity, increases the available atmospheric moisture for
weather systems. Thus, as atmospheric moisture content increases, the likelihood for higher
rainfall rates in all types of weather systems increases (Trenberth, 1999).

Figure 1: Schematic outline of the processes involved with climate change and the increase
in available atmospheric moisture content for all weather systems (Trenberth, 1999)
2

Additionally, as the climate warms and the saturation specific humidity is altered, water-rich
regions are projected to get wetter, while drier regions are projected to get drier. With this in
mind, scientists are increasingly concerned with the frequency and distribution of future heavy
precipitation and drought events, especially at the regional scale. With nearly 75% of the world’s
population projected to live near or in coastal regions by the year 2030, understanding
climatological implications of coastal phenomena is becoming increasingly important (Crosman
and Horel, 2010). One such coastal phenomenon found along coastlines throughout the world is
the sea breeze (SB).

Average$circula3on$depth7$1.5$km$

Sea$breeze$
front$
!!

Figure 2: Diagram showing the localized pressure gradient and corresponding wind field
associated with sea breeze development. Primarily a summertime phenomenon, the sea breeze
circulation is brought about by the differential heating between the ocean and land.
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SBs are mesoscale (20-200 km horizontal scale length) wind circulations brought about by
differential heating between land and water along the coast. SBs are of particular interest
because they are a recurring, well-defined feature found throughout the world and have direct
societal impacts (Crosman and Horel, 2010). Landward of the SB circulation, a SB front can
develop (Figure 2). The SB front has similar characteristics to a cold front in that it marks the
boundary between the warmer land air and the cooler ocean air. Sharp gradients in temperature,
moisture, and wind are found along the SB front. While intensity along the SB front can vary,
stronger SB fronts are associated with sharp temperature gradients (Miller et al., 2003). In the
summertime, the variability of precipitation along the North Carolina (NC) coast is heavily
dependent on SB front induced convection. Using radar and surface wind data, Koch and Ray
(1997) discovered that SBs develop along the NC coast 88% of the days between May and
September. SB front induced precipitation occurs on 40% of the days in June, July, and August.
Additionally, 50% of summer precipitation can be attributed to SB convection (Boyles, 2006).
Given the contribution to total summertime precipitation, SB precipitation is important to
agriculture in eastern NC. The regularity of SB fronts and the associated convection, however,
can pose a threat to recreational activities, and consequently the local economy of coastal NC
(Gilliam et al., 2004). Additionally, SB circulation needs to be considered in the case of pollutant
transport (Lyons et al., 1973; Simpson, 1994), moderation of temperatures during heat waves
(Fuhrmann et al., 2011), and coastal wind energy needs (Shaw et al., 2009).
As lower-tropospheric water vapor increases due to a warmer climate the atmospheric
response would likely be accompanied with increased upward vapor flux for a given amount of
upward motion. Known as the thermodynamic effect, this enhanced upward vapor flux would
likely be responsible for the increased precipitation expected in future weather systems
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(Lackmann, 2012). This would suggest that SB induced precipitation events along the NC coast
would likely see more associated precipitation in a warmer climate due to the thermodynamic
response. However, previous research has shown that synoptic-scale changes in atmospheric
flow can also contribute to changes in precipitation in a warmer climate, albeit less significant
(Emori and Brown, 2006).
The North Atlantic Subtropical High (NASH), commonly referred to as the Bermuda
High, is a summertime, large-scale semi-permanent feature of the North Atlantic Ocean and is
influential in the synoptic climatology of the southeast United States. Specifically, the western
ridge of the NASH can impact summertime precipitation variability in the southeast United
States through moisture transport and vertical motion fluctuations (Li et al., 2011; Carlson,
2009). The western ridge of the NASH is defined based on the method developed by Li et al.
(2011). A zonal line drawn from the center of the anticyclone that follows the location where the
trade winds reverse to westerly represents the NASH’s western ridgeline. Climatologically, the
western boundary of the migration of the NASH’s western ridge is defined as the 1560 m
geopotential height line. This geopotential height value was chosen from a reanalysis of the
NASH’s western ridge migration from the years 1978 to 2007 by Li et al. (2011). The 1560 m
geopotential height isoline’s location in relation to the southeast United States coastline provides
the optimal reference line to represent the western boundary of the NASH’s migration. Li et al.
(2011) further explain that climatologically the 1540 m isoline is too far inland and the 1580
isoline is located to far out over the North Atlantic. Thus the 1560 m isoline provides the optimal
reference point as it lies in between the 1540 and 1580 isolines. The western ridge of the NASH
is then defined as the location where the 1560 geopotential height line intersects the ridgeline of
the NASH (Li et al. 2011). Recent studies (Li et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012; Li, Li and Kushnir,
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2012) suggest that the NASH has intensified over the past 30 years, allowing its western ridge to
extend closer to the east coast of the United States. A distinct increased north-south meridional
movement of the NASH western ridge has also been observed over the past 30 years (Li et al.,
2011; Li et al., 2012). Idealized GCM simulations have shown that the NASH will continue to
intensify and shift westward in the twenty-first century as a result of an increase in atmospheric
greenhouse-gas concentrations (Li et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012; Li, Li and Kushnir, 2012). It has
been suggested by Li et al. (2012) that the intensification of the NASH in the present climate,
quantified as the summertime climatological stream function (unit: 106 m2 s-2), is mainly a result
of an increase in thermal contrast between the land and ocean. In the summertime subtropics, the
dominant diabatic mechanisms consists of long-wave radiation cooling over the eastern oceans,
and sensible and condensational heating over the western and eastern continents. Li et al.
(2012)’s results suggest that in a warmer climate, the total diabatic heating will increase in the
lower troposphere over the western continents, while long-wave radiative cooling will increase
over eastern oceans. As a result, an enhanced land-sea thermal contrast will exist in a warmer
climate. It is hypothesized that the atmosphere responds to this enhanced land-sea thermal
contrast by generating near-surface anticlyclonic circulation anomalies over the oceans. Li et al.,
(2012) further explored the relationship between changes in diabatic heating and the changes in
subtropical high intensity by performing sensitivity experiments with GCM simulations that
applied GHG forcing to the initial model conditions. The results from these sensitivity
experiments suggest an intensification of the center of the NASH as well as a westward and
northeastward expansion when diabatic heating is added. Therefore, the intensification and
westward movement of the NASH is likely attributed to increased diabatic heating over land and
increased long-wave radiative cooling over the oceans (Li et al., 2012). As the NASH continues
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to shift westward, it is expected that the likelihood of wetter summers in the southeast will
increase in the current and future climate due to increased synoptically driven moisture flux and
moisture convergence (Li, Li and Kushner, 2012). As a result, future SB events may also benefit
from this synoptic response, producing increased precipitation beyond what the thermodynamic
effect alone would induce.

In the current climate, the position of the NASH, as well as the

associated wind speed and direction along its its western ridge can considerably influence the
evolution of SB events in the NC coast. Therefore, it would be expected that future changes in
the position and strength of the NASH would also influence the evolution of future NC SB
events. It is hypothesized that the increase in NC SB-induced precipitation due to a warmer
climate would also be controlled by the synoptic level atmospheric flow associated with the
position and strength of the NASH. Specifically, it is hypothesized that slight shifts in the
synoptic wind direction and speed along the NC coast, as associated with a synoptic-dynamic
shift in the NASH’s western ridge, will aid SB-induced precipitation through modification of the
strength of the SB circulation, maximization of convergence along the SB front, and through
increasing synoptic-scale moisture flux convergence across the region.
1.2 Objectives
The main objective of this thesis is to test this hypothesis that the evolution of NC SB
fronts in a warmer climate will be influenced not only by the thermodynamic response, but also
by the synoptic-dynamic effect associated with the westward migration of the NASH. It is
expected that the thermodynamic effect will influence the land/sea temperature gradient, and as a
result the strength and timing of the SB circulation. However, previous studies (Arrit, 1993;
Grisogono et al., 1993; Miller et al., 2003; Gilliam et al., 2004; Porson et al., 2007; Crosmen and
Horel, 2010) suggest that the synoptic-wind direction in relation to the coastline can have more
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of an influence on the land/sea temperature gradient and the associated SB circulation timing and
strength. In addition, the synoptic-wind direction and speed in relation to the coast has been
shown to have significant influence on the convergence and vertical velocities experienced by
developed SB fronts. Therefore, it is hypothesized that as the NASH migrates further westward
in a warmer climate, shifts in the associated synoptic-scale wind direction and speed across the
NC coast will strengthen NC SB circulations, induce stronger convergence along NC SB fronts,
and as a result increase SB-induced precipitation beyond what the thermodynamic effect alone
would induce. To test this hypothesis, a sea breeze climatology for the years 2009 to 2012 was
constructed for the NC coast in order to better understand the thermodynamic and synopticdynamic variables that influence NC SB evolution. Specifically, the sea breeze climatology
attempted to answer the following questions:
1.) Why do some SB fronts induce precipitation and others do not?
2.) Are there thermodynamic or synoptic-dynamic signals that predict whether or not a
SB front will induce precipitation?
Following the sea breeze climatology, the pseudo-global warming (PGW)
approach developed by Schär et al. (1996) was used to compare current climate NC SB event
simulations to future replications of the same event, but with modified thermodynamics
representing a warmer, late-21st century. Specifically, seven observed SB-induced precipitation
events, each under the influence of the NASH’s western ridge, were simulated in both the current
and future climates to attempt to answer the following questions:
1.) Does the western ridge of the NASH migrate westward in future simulations of these
seven observed SB-induced precipitation events?
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2.) Does the position and the strength of the NASH display control over future
replications of these six observed SB-induced precipitation events?
3.) If these seven observed SB-induced precipitation events were to occur in the predicted
warmer climate of 2090, would the large-scale synoptic-dynamic change induce increased
precipitation along the SB front beyond what the thermodynamic change would induce alone?
4) Do future changes in the large-scale atmospheric flow, such as that associated with
semi-permanent anticyclones, impact precipitation systems at the regional scale?

1.3 Significance
Climate change is currently considered one of the greatest challenges facing the human
race. While climate models do a better job at predicting large-scale atmospheric circulation
features, the prediction of regional and global patterns of precipitation remains a challenge. And
yet, understanding future changes in precipitation distribution remains a critical necessity.
Therefore, understanding how large-scale phenomena impact weather systems at the regional
level in a warmer world could significantly contribute to our understanding of future changes in
localized precipitation distribution. More specifically, understanding how the future position and
strength of the NASH impacts SB evolution along the NC coastline holds potentially useful
information for those with coastal interests such as forecasters, civilians, and businesses,
especially since SBs have agricultural, geomorphological, and biological implications in the
coastal region. For example, Masselink and Pattiaratchi (2001) found that the strength and the
duration of SB events in subtropical and tropical regions can impact offshore wave energy. As a
result, SB generated wave energy can effect near-shore processes such as sediment transport and
morphology. Similarly, Masselink (1997) studied the effects of SB activity on coastal processes
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near Perth, Australia, where some of the strongest SBs in the world occur. They found that SBs
in this region result in an increase in wave height, decrease in wave period, intensified near-shore
currents, and a modification of the near-shore morphology through an increase in suspended
sediment transport and levels (Masselink, 1997). From an agricultural perspective, SBs have
been found to impact growing methods through modulation of heat stress experienced by
vegetation (Bonnardot et al., 2005). For example, Bonnardot et al. (2005) suggest that SBs that
form along the South-Western Cape of Africa, particularly in the Stellenbosch grape growing
region, have potential impacts on the viticulture industry through reduction of the duration and
high temperature heat stress experienced by grapevines in the region. Biologically, as was
discussed earlier, SBs have the ability to influence pollution and chemical transport along coastal
regions (Lyons et al., 1973; Simpson, 1994), and as a result, have direct influence on coastal
health hazards. Broader impacts of this research may apply to other semi-permanent sub-tropical
high-pressure systems with close proximity to coastline.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Sea Breeze Forecasting and Modeling
Although it seems like a simple phenomenon, SB forecasting remains a difficult task for
coastal meteorologists. This is especially true when it comes to forecasting precipitation along
the SB front. In NC, coastal forecasters at the National Weather Service (NWS) will mention SB
development in their more technical forecast discussions quite frequently. A few examples are
listed below with small excerpts from forecast discussions written by forecasters at the NWS in
Newport/Morehead City, NC (KMHX) and the NWS Storm Prediction Center in Norman,
Oklahoma:

AREA FORECAST DISCUSSION
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE NEWPORT/MOREHEAD CITY NC
415 PM EDT MON MAY 4 2015
.NEAR TERM /UNTIL 6 AM TUESDAY MORNING/…
“AS OF 345 PM MONDAY…SURFACE HIGH PRESSURE WILL EXTEND INTO THE
AREA FROM ATLANTIC TONIGHT WITH LIGHT SOUTH TO SOUTHWEST FLOW. SEA
BREEZE AND ASSOCIATED CUMULUS FIELD CONTINUES TO MIGRATE SLOWLY
INLAND LATE TODAY. STARTING TO SEE A ISOLATED SHOWERS DEVELOP IN THE
VICINITY OF THE FRONT SOUTHWEST OF OUR ZONES.”

AREA FORECAST DISCUSSION
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE NEWPORT/MOREHEAD CITY NC
639 AM EDT TUE JUN 16 2015
.NEAR TERM /UNTIL 6 PM THIS EVENING/…

AS OF 635 AM TUESDAY… THE BIG STORY WILL CONTINUE TO BE THE RECORD
HEAT WITH HIGHS INLAND IN THE LOW 100S IN COMBINATION WITH HIGH
HUMIDITY LEVELS (DEWPOINTS 67-75F) PRODUCING DANGEROUS HEAT INDEX
CALUES 105 DEGREES OR HIGHER. INTIAL WEST/NORTHWEST FLOW WILL HELP
TO PIN THE SEA BREEZE TO THE COAST THROUGH EARLY AFTERNOON SO THAT
EVEN THE BEACHES WILL NOT ESCAPE HOT TEMPERATURES IN THE 90S TODAY.”

DAY 1 CONVECTIVE OUTLOOK
NWS STORM PREDICTION CENTER NORMAN OK
0733 AM CDT MON MAR 14 2016
VALID 141300Z – 151200Z
FARTHER E INTO ERN NC… A SEPARATE AREA OF DIURNAL CONVECTION
SHOULD DEVELOP ALONG A SLOW-MOVING FRONT NEAR THE NC/VA
BORDER…AS WELL AS IN THE ERN NC WARM SECTOR WITH ASSISTANCE FROM
A WEAK SEA BREEZE.

Meteorologists forecasting for the NC Piedmont and mountains regions occasionally mention SB
fronts in their technical forecast discussions as well. For example, below is an excerpt from a
forecast discussion written by forecasters at the NWS in Greenville-Spartanburg, SC (KGSP):

AREA FORECAST DISCUSSION
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE GREENVILLE-SPARTANBURG SC
205 PM EST SUNDAY MAY 5 2015
.NEAR TERM /THROUGH TONIGHT/…
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AS OF 245 AM… RADAR AND SATELLITE IMAGES INDICATE AN OLD SEA BREEZE
BOUNDARY LIFT NW ACROSS THE PIEDMONT AND FOOTHILLS…BECOMING
NEARLY STATIONARY ALONG THE EAST FACING SLOPES OF THE MTNS.”

It is pretty evident that NC forecasters, especially coastal forecasters, are routinely
concerned with the evolution of summertime SB fronts. However, forecasting SB fronts
accurately is quite difficult. Coastal forecasters are generally concerned with three questions
(Miller et al., 2003) when it comes to forecasting the SB: 1) will a SB form? 2) if the SB forms,
what are the wind speeds and directions associated with it? and 3) if the SB forms, how far
inland will it penetrate The first two questions can be relatively well forecasted using a variety of
techniques that involve monitoring the cross-shore temperature gradient. While forecasting
inland penetration also requires knowledge of the cross-shore temperature gradient, it is a bit
more complex in that it also requires knowledge of atmospheric static stability, surface friction,
Coriolis, and other factors. Additionally, SB evolution is heavily dependent on localized effects
such as topography. Because of this, no single forecasting technique can be uniformly applied to
coastlines around the world. Meteorologists with local knowledge are necessary to assess SB
potential, the winds associated with the SB, and how far the SB will penetrate inland (Miller et
al. 2003). Previous research has attempted to help coastal forecasters by creating SB indices
(e.g., Porson et al. 2007; Frysinger et al. 2003) that blend modeled air temperature and wind
vector data with observed sea surface temperatures. Frysinger et al. (2003) created a nowcasting
SB index based on observed synoptic winds, sea surface temperatures, and air temperatures.
Using June 1998 data, Fysinger et al. (2003) tested their algorithm during the 1998 sea breeze
season (July-October) in Charleston, South Carolina and found that their algorithm had a skill
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score of 31.3% over a comparison SB climatology that was derived using station wind data over
the same period of study. However, they also expressed that once SBs initiated, the algorithm
struggled to handle dynamic and diabatic effects attributed to clouds and storms along the SB
front (Fysinger et al., 2003).
In addition to the creation of SB indices, many other studies have used numerical models
to study the complex evolution of the SB. As is the case with most atmospheric phenomena,
modeling SB evolution is quite complex and requires the use of mesoscale models. Crosmen and
Horel (2010) reviewed numerical studies of SBs and lake breezes to help understand the current
progress in SB modeling and to point out gaps and limitations. They discuss in depth the ten
geophysical variables (Figure 3) that effect SB evolution: land surface sensible heat flux (H),
synoptic wind (V), atmospheric stability (N), atmospheric moisture (q), water body dimensions
(d), terrain height (ht), terrain slope (s), Coriolis parameter (f0), surface roughness length (z0),
and shoreline curvature (r) (Crosmen and Horel, 2010). Numerical weather models would have
to incorporate these ten variables to perfectly model the SB. Since no such model is capable of
doing so, attempts to model the SB are never without limitations. When comparing observational
data with model data, on average, model estimates of the horizontal extent (l) of the SB, vertical
extent (h), and the horizontal winds (u) differed from observations by 25%.

The general

structures of the SB are well captured in most cases. However, the fine-scale features such as
predicted frontal intensity and vertical velocities (w) are poorly predicted (Crosmen and Horel,
2010). A few studies have used high-resolution models to study the interaction between SB and
boundary layer features such as horizontal convective rolls (e.g. Dailey and Fovell, 1999). Many
of these fine-scale studies use a method known as large-eddy simulations. Presently, large-eddy
simulations cannot completely handle the ten geophysical parameters that impact SB evolution,
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however they may eventually be able to as technology improves (Crosmen and Horel, 2010).
Case et al. (2002) studied the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS)’s ability to
model the SB in east-central Florida with relatively positive results. They found that at a 1.25
km horizontal grid, the RAMS had a high SB predictability score when compared to
observations. However, the RAMS did not do as well in predicting thunderstorm initiation (Case
et al., 2002). Colle et al. (2003) utilized the fifth-generation Pennsylvania State University–
National Center for Atmospheric Research Mesoscale Model (MM5) to assess its ability to
model the SB in Long Island, New York. Comparing results from varying horizontal grid
resolutions, they found that the MM5’s ability to model the temperatures and winds associated
with the SB was improved in the 12-km grid when compared to the 36-km grid. However, there
was little further improvement when comparing the 4-km grid to the 12-km grid. The MM5 SBs
consistently initiated too early when compared to observations (Colle et al., 2003).

More

recently some studies have explored the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model’s
ability to accurately model the SB. The WRF is a high-resolution mesoscale regional model
used for both forecasting and research purposes (Skamarock, 2008). SB climatology and SBinduced precipitation patterns have been accurately depicted along the Delaware, North Carolina,
and South Carolina coastlines using WRF (Hughes, 2011; Wootten et al., 2010). However, more
research is needed to assess the WRF model’s ability to recreate observed SB cases.
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Synoptic winds

Figure 3: Schematic displaying the 10 geophysical variables that impact SB evolution (Adapted
from Crosmen and Horel, 2010).
Of the 10 geophysical variables that impact SB evolution, the primary drivers of the SB
are the differential heating between land and water, land-surface sensible heat flux, and the
direction and speed of the synoptic-scale wind flow in relation to the shoreline. These parameters
were shown to have the greatest impact on SB intensity (Crosmen and Horel, 2010)
The direction and strength of the synoptic-scale wind influences SB development,
propagation, intensity, arrival time and termination (Arritt, 1993; Atkins and Wakimoto, 1997;
Azorin-Molina and Chen, 2009; Gilliam et al., 2004). The synoptic-scale flow is broken down
into two categories, shore-perpendicular (onshore/offshore) flow and shore-parallel flow.
Onshore flow is in the same direction as SB propagation, while the offshore flow opposes it.
The synoptic-scale wind direction also has direct influences on the horizontal temperature
gradient and, as a result, on the development of the SB front. SB studies typically use winds at
the 925 mb or 850 mb pressure levels. These pressure levels are just above the surface, but low
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enough to influence the typical 1-2 km depth of the SB circulation (Azorin-Molina and Chen,
2009; Banta et al., 1993, Helmis et al., 1995).
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Figure 4: Schematic showing the different synoptic wind directions as they relate to the coast
and the associated impacts on SB evolution.
2.1.1 Offshore Flow
Offshore synoptic-scale flow acts to enhance the sharpness of the horizontal temperature
gradient. According to the kinematic frontogenesis equation summarized by Miller et al. (2003),
this sharpening of the horizontal temperature gradient will aid in frontogenesis. The SB
horizontal extent (l) is larger for lighter synoptic offshore winds than moderate-to-strong wind
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(Arrit, 1993). The optimal offshore synoptic threshold for maximum horizontal winds (u) and
vertical velocities (w) is 0 to 4-6 m/s. However, increasing the synoptic winds above 4-6 m/s
tends to weaken the circulation (Arrit, 1993). If the offshore synoptic wind is above 6-11 m/s
then the SB is likely to be absent (Arrit, 1993; Porson et al., 2007). Offshore synoptic winds
between 4-8 m/s and 6-10 m/s tend to stall the SB front along the coastline and inland
penetration occurs later in the afternoon (Arrit, 1993; Grisogono et al., 1993). Inland penetration
speed of the SB front decreases as offshore synoptic winds increase (Crossmen and Horrel,
2010). The strongest vertical velocities (w) and horizontal winds (u) are associated with
offshore winds that can maximize frontogenesis and stall the inland penetration of the SB front
(Savijarvi and Alestalo 1988; Bechtold et al., 1991; Arritt 1993).

2.1.2 Onshore Flow
Onshore flow tends to weaken the horizontal temperature gradient aiding in frontolysis
via the kinematic frontogenesis equation (Miller et al., 2003). As opposed to offshore flow,
onshore flow does not allow the horizontal temperature gradient to maintain a strong land/sea
temperature difference. As a result, cooler ocean air spills inland behind the SB front much
sooner in the event, weakening the SB circulation and front. Onshore synoptic wind of 2-4 m/s
is sufficient to fully suppress the sea-breeze circulation (Aritt, 1993). Onshore synoptic wind of
any speed rapidly decreases horizontal winds (u) and vertical velocities (w) (Aritt, 1993).
However, Gilliam et al. (2004) found that during light onshore flow along the NC coast, SBs can
move inland significant distances but are not discernable until late in the afternoon.
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2.1.3 Parallel Flow
There is not much discussion of parallel flow effects on SB evolution in the literature.
However, Atkins and Wakimoto (1997) indicated that during parallel flow, the SB front was not
detectable until late in the afternoon when convergence along the SB front is large. However,
convergence along the SB front during parallel flow is not as strong as the convergence seen
along the SB front during offshore flow. With a gap in literature surrounding the analysis of
parallel flow events, no synoptic-scale wind speed thresholds that influence SB evolution are
available.

2.1.4 Shoreline Curvature
Coastline shape, in conjunction with the synoptic-scale wind direction, can also affect SB
evolution. Baker et al. (2001), while studying SB evolution in Florida, found that coastal regions
with convex curvature experienced the heaviest precipitation due to convergence occurring
earlier in the day. Gilliam et al. (2004) explored SB evolution in the varying synoptic wind
directions on the unique capes of the NC coast. They found that SB fronts are not as robust, nor
do they move inland at the same speed, because the synoptic flow varies over the capes. During
northerly flow regimes, it was shown that the SB front tends to remain near south-facing coasts,
where the flow is offshore. Additionally, during northerly flow, the SB front penetrates further
inland at the east-facing beaches, where the flow is parallel. During westerly flow, SB
penetration was higher along the south facing coast and lower along the east-facing coast, where
the flow is offshore. Southwesterly flow allowed inland SB penetration along both south-facing
and east-facing coastlines, again with less inland propagation along the east-facing coastlines.
During onshore flow (southeast), the SB penetration was significant, however it was not
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detectable until late in the afternoon. Gilliam et al. (2004) found that SB intensity was greatest
during offshore flow, and least during onshore flow, results similar to findings from previous
literature.

2.2 Climate Change and the NASH
The variation in southeast United States precipitation is heavily influenced by the
meridional moisture transport and vertical motion from the NASH western ridge. The likelihood
of both robust wet and dry summers will increase in the future (Li et al., 2011). When the NASH
western ridge is located southwest of its climatological mean, the southeast United States
experiences wetter summers. On the other hand, when the NASH western ridge is located
northwest of its climatological mean, the southeast United States experiences drought conditions.
Northwest positions were also correlated with a positive phase of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO). When the NASH is located northeast and southeast of its climatological mean,
precipitation anomalies are not as robust. As greenhouse gas induced warming continues, the
frequency of southwest positioning of the NASH western ridge is predicted to increase, resulting
in wet summers. Occasionally, northwest positioning of the NASH western ridge will allow for
dry summers during positive PDO phases (Li, Li, and Kushner, 2012).
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Figure 5: Composite results of 850 hPa geopotential height (contour, unit: gpm), and
geopotential height anomaly (shaded, unit: gpm) based on the NASH western ridge positions: (a)
Northwest ridging; (b) Southwest ridging; (c) Northeast ridging; and (d) Southeast ridging.
Stippled areas show where the 850 hPa geopotential height anomaly is statistically significant at
the 95% confidence level (From Li et al., 2011)
The NASH has tremendous influence on the strength and direction of the large-scale flow
along the NC coastal region (Carlson, 2009). As mentioned above, the development,
propagation, strength, and termination of the SB are largely dependent on the large-scale flow.
Understanding changes in the synoptic flow regime and moisture transport associated with the
NASH western ridge is necessary in order to assess SB-induced precipitation in a warmer
climate. Currently, no other study has linked the future projections of changes in the NASH with
SB evolution along the NC coastline.
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Literature suggest (Li et al., 2012; Sutton et al., 2007; Diffenbaugh et al., 2007) that the
thermal contrast between land and water along the coast is expected to strengthen in a warmer
21st century. Since SB evolution is heavily dependent on differential heating between the land
and water (Crossman and Horel, 2010), it is important to understand how this contrast may
change in the future. Recent observations have recorded land temperatures increasing faster than
ocean temperatures (Sutton et al., 2007). Climate prediction models suggest that warming over
land will continue to exceed warming over the sea, with a maximum of this ratio found in the
subtropics (Sutton et al., 2007; Diffenbaugh et al., 2007). It is believed that this predicted future
land/sea warming could have impacts on local phenomenon such as the SB (Sutton et al., 2007).
Diffenbaugh et al. (2007) studied the influence of effects of increasing greenhouse gases on heat
stress in the Mediterranean. They hypothesized that an increase in greenhouse gas concentrations
could have significant influences on Mediterranean SBs in the future. However, they mentioned
that regional, non-hydrostatic, models would be needed to assess the fine-scale changes
associated with the SB (as in the work by Case et al., 2002; Colle et al., 2003).
SB evolution and forecasting is evidently complex. However, large-scale synoptic
features clearly have the potential to drive SB activity and evolution in NC. Understanding
regional influences from future changes in the NASH and its associated wind field, as well as
changes in the land/sea temperature ratio will provide us with insight into how SB-induced
precipitation may change in the future climate.
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Chapter 3
A SEA BREEZE CLIMATOLOGY

3.1 Sea Breeze Detection
In order to better understand why some SB events induce precipitation and others do not,
a simple SB climatology from the years 2009-2012 was constructed. Events were detected
between the months of May and September in each of the four years.
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Figure 6: Schematic of the SB climatology methodology used in this study to determine why
some SB events produce precipitation and others do not.

Figure 7: The study site spans the NC coastline and includes the Wilmington, NC radar site
(KLTX) and the Morehead City, NC radar site (KMHX).
The coastline of NC features a very unique series of curved coastline, known as capes.
The perpendicular nature of these capes, many times allows two distinct sea breeze fronts to
develop. The east facing beaches experience a westward propagating sea breeze, while the south
facing beaches experience a northward propagating sea breeze. The study area is also adjacent to
the Gulf Stream, whose western edge migrates between 30 km and 100 km from the coastline
(Keeter et al., 1995). The warm western wall of the Gulf Stream can have significant influences
on coastal water temperatures, and consequently mesoscale phenomenon along the coast (Koch
and Ray, 1997).
The study area focuses on the strip of coastline that stretches from Morehead City, NC
south to the South Carolina border (Figure 7). This region of coastline experiences a high
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frequency of SBs that are visible as a “thin line” reflectivity signature on radar (Figure 8). The
thin line is a region of enhanced radar reflectivity visible in the clear boundary layer (Atkins and
Wakimoto, 1997). There is some debate over what causes these clear-air echoes, but a widely
accepted theory is that they are visible from insects that are transported into the convergence
zone (Wilson et al., 1994). According to Wilson et al. (1994), the insects resist the updrafts along
the SB front that would carry them to lower temperatures higher in the atmosphere. Because of
this, the insects concentrate in the updraft and consequently produce the radar-detected thin line
(Wilson et al., 1994). Another theory is that the thin line signature is due to Bragg scattering
from differences in refractive index along the air mass gradient separated by the SB (Atkins and
Wakimoto, 1997). Essentially, the radar can detect turbulence in a region of high temperature
and humidity gradient, such as a region separated by a SB front. Index of refraction is also a
function of radar wavelength. A higher index of refraction occurs with smaller wavelengths.
Thus, Bragg scattering is harder to detect with long wavelength radar. Likely, however,
instances of SB thin line radar signatures are influenced by both of these scattering mechanisms.
The detection of SBs via radar-detected thin lines is a widely used and accepted method.
However, others such as Koch and Ray (1997), Hughes (2011), and Frysinger et al. (2003)
detected the SB by analyzing wind, temperature, and moisture shifts using station data. Detecting
SBs using wind, temperature, and moisture data would likely result in a higher frequency of
detected SB events. This is true because SB thin lines are typically only visible along strong SB
fronts. During weak SB events, frontogenesis may not even occur, in which case the SB
circulation would be un-detectable via radar, but would be detectable using wind, temperature,
and moisture data from stations. Therefore, by using wind, temperature, and moisture data from
coastal stations, detecting weaker, non-frontal, SBs is possible. Because this study was
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concerned with precipitating SB events, detection of SB fronts via radar thin lines was optimal.
SBs that undergo frontogenesis would be most likely to induce precipitation (Miller et al., 2003;
Atkins and Wakimito, 1997).

Figure 8: KMHX-Morehead City, NC observed SB-radar reflectivity thin line (seen in blue) and
associated induced precipitation on June 14, 2009. Orange arrow indicates the position of the SB
thin line.
The detection of SB events in this study was done subjectively using the following criteria:
1.   The SB front was clearly visible as an observed radar-reflectivity thin line.
2.   The SB front reflectivity values were between 5-15 dBZ.
3.   The SB front propagated inland away from the coast.
Using the above criteria, observed SB fronts were subjectively detected using the NMQ“Q2” precipitation database for the years 2009-2012. The NOAA National Severe Storms
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Laboratory (NSSL) in conjunction the University of Oklahoma and others developed highresolution precipitation and radar reflectivity datasets. These datasets are a composite of the
national network of NEXRAD sites. The spatial extent of this dataset covers the entire United
States, extending up to 200 km offshore. The NMQ dataset is available in high resolution (1 km
x 1m x 2.5 min) and provides 3-D reflectivity mosaics (Zhang et. al, 2011). NMQ-identified SB
cases were cross-verified using unprocessed native format ‘level II’ radar data from both the
Morehead City (KMHX) and Wilmington (KLTX) radar sites. This data was available through
the NOAA NCEI NEXRAD Inventory database. The NOAA NCEI NEXRAD Inventory
provides data from both the NEXRAD and Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR) networks
at high temporal (4, 5, 6, or 10 min depending on volume coverage pattern) and spatial
resolution. NEXRAD Level II data contains the three classic meteorological products:
reflectivity, mean radial velocity, and spectrum width. NEXRAD Level II data offers up to 4
different tilt angles (National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI)). The lowest tilt
angle available (~0.5 degrees) was used to make sure the low-level SB was captured.
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SB EVENTS (2009 - 2012)
Date
5/29
6/2
6/10
6/12
6/14
6/23
6/29
6/30
7/1
7/15
7/19
7/21
7/22
7/24
7/25
7/30
7/31
8/1
8/4
8/8
8/10
8/19
8/26
8/29
8/30

2009
NASH 850mb Wind
SE
VAR
NW
PAR
SE
PAR
SE
OFF
SE
OFF
SE
PAR
SE
OFF
SW
OFF
SE
OFF
SW
PAR
SW
PAR
NE
PAR
NE
ON
SE
PAR
SW
PAR
SW
PAR
SW
PAR
SW
PAR
NW
OFF
NW
OFF
NW
OFF
NE
PAR
NW
PAR
NE
OFF
NE
PAR

Date
5/22
5/27
5/29
5/30
6/2
6/9
6/11
6/12
6/13
6/15
6/17
6/19
6/20
6/21
6/22
6/24
6/28
7/10
7/11
7/13
7/19
7/21
7/23
8/8
8/10
8/12
9/4
9/14

2010
NASH 850mb Wind
NE
PAR
SE
PAR
SE
ON
SE
OFF
NE
OFF
NW
OFF
NW
OFF
NW
PAR
NW
OFF
NW
OFF
NW
OFF
NW
VAR
NW
OFF
NW
OFF
NW
OFF
NW
OFF
NE
PAR
NE
OFF
NE
OFF
SW
PAR
NW
OFF
NW
OFF
NW
OFF
NE
PAR
NW
OFF
SE
OFF
SE
OFF
SE
OFF

Date
5/22
5/24
5/25
5/31
6/1
6/3
7/10
7/21
7/22
7/27
7/28
7/29
8/2
8/17
8/23
8/24

2011
NASH 850mb Wind Date
SE
OFF
5/1
NE
OFF
5/21
NE
OFF
5/28
NW
PAR
5/31
NW
PAR
6/19
NW
OFF
6/21
NW
PAR
6/25
NE
OFF
7/4
SW
OFF
7/8
NE
PAR
7/9
NW
OFF
7/11
NW
OFF
7/12
SE
PAR
7/13
NW
VAR
7/14
NE
VAR
7/19
NE
ON
7/26
8/18
9/7
9/12

2012
NASH 850mb Wind
NW
OFF
NE
ON
NE
ON
SE
OFF
NW
PAR
SE
PAR
SE
OFF
NW
OFF
NW
OFF
SW
OFF
NE
OFF
NE
VAR
NW
ON
NW
ON
NW
OFF
SW
OFF
SE
OFF
NE
PAR
NW
ON

Table 1: List of detected SB events for the years 2009 – 2012. Events highlighted green
indicates SB wet events. Events highlighted brown indicates SB dry events. Additionally, the
NASH position and synoptic-scale wind direction for each case are listed. For the synoptic wind
directions, the acronyms correspond to the following directions: VAR-Variable, PAR-Parallel,
OFF-Offshore, ON-Onshore.
A total of 88 SB events were detected during the months of May through September between the
years 2009 – 2012 (Table 1). Based on this study’s SB detection algorithm, SB fronts develop
14% of the days in the months of May through September. This percentage is considerably lower
compared to Ray and Koch (1997) climatology that reported SB development on 88% of the
days in the months of May through September. Ray and Koch (1997) utilized a combination of
radar, station, and satellite data to construct their SB climatology. As was discussed above, it is
evident that many SBs are not visible as a thin line reflectivity signature. However, the goal of
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this climatology was to study the effects of current climate and future climate variables on the
evolution of SB events that produce precipitation. Therefore, as was stated earlier, SBs that are
observable via radar thin lines typically indicate a strong thermal circulation and robust updrafts
along the front, and are more likely to induce precipitation than weaker SBs that are only
detectable through wind, temperature, and humidity shifts (Atkins and Wakimoto, 1997).
Therefore, the cases collected in this study would likely represent the SBs most likely to initiate
precipitation over the four-year period.

3.2 SB Event Classification
Using the NEXRAD radar data, SB events were classified as either ‘wet events’ or ‘dry events’.
On any given summer day, diurnal convection not initiated by the SB front could spawn in the
vicinity of the SB. Therefore, a SB precipitating detection method similar to the one utilized by
Boyles (2006) was used to determine SB-induced precipitation events. For a SB event to be
classified as a ‘wet event’, the following two criteria had to be met (Boyles, 2006):

1. A precipitation band initially formed in the sea breeze zone during the afternoon hours
and was approximately parallel to coastline;
2. The precipitation band either propagated inland, or remained stationary, for at least
two hours before propagating elsewhere - usually to the northeast or back toward the
coastline.
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SB events that did not satisfy the above two conditions were classified as SB dry events,
and therefore did not experience any precipitation along the thin line at any time during the
event.
Following this classification, SB events were then classified according to the large-scale
850 mb wind direction at 34.360 N, -77.680 W in the NCEP NARR (National Centers for
Environmental Prediction North American Regional Reanalysis) dataset. The NCEP NARR
database is a 32 km (.3 degree) high-resolution improvement over previous reanalysis databases
and provides more accurate land hydrology, land-atmospheric interactions, and the overall
atmospheric circulation throughout the troposphere (NCEP, 2004). The 850 mb pressure level is
just above the surface, minimizing surface friction, and accurately representing the low-level
synoptic level wind flow (Azorin-Molina and Chen, 2009). Additionally, the SB depth is
typically 1-2 km therefore the 850 mb winds would have an influence on the propagation of SBs
(Azorin-Molina and Chen, 2009; Banta et al., 1993, Helmis et al., 1995). The daily average 850
mb wind speed and direction for each SB case was collected at the coordinates: 34.360 N, -77.680
W. This coordinate was chosen because of its central location near the SB initiation zone
between Wilmington and Morehead City and close proximity to the ocean. These coordinates
are north of Cape Fear up towards the Topsail Island region. Using the NARR derived daily
average 850 mb wind speed and direction displayed at the coordinates 34.360 N, -77.680 W, SB
events were then subjectively classified under one of the three synoptic wind regimes as they
relate to the coast: ‘offshore’, ‘onshore’, or ‘parallel’. Figure 9 displays an example of NARR
derived daily average 850 mb wind speed and direction data used for this classification.
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Figure 9: NARR derived 850 mb wind direction and speed on June 29, 2009. The color shades
correspond with a range of wind speeds (m/s). The synoptic level flow on this day would be
classified as an ‘offshore’ flow event.
Similarly, SB events were classified according to the different positions of the NASH’s
western ridge: NW, NE, SW, or SE of the western ridge’s climatological mean position (86°W,
27°N). Following Li et al. (2011)’s definition and method for determining the position of the
NASH’s western ridge, the 850 mb pressure level was used instead of sea level pressure to avoid
any potential topography impacts on the NASH’s western edge. The method used to classify the
position of the NASH’s western ridge during each SB event is illustrated in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: NARR derived 850mb geopotential heights (m) and 850 mb winds (m/s) on July 19,
2009. The center of the NASH is located at roughly 34°N, 55°W. The western ridge of the
NASH is located where the ridgeline (solid blue) intersects the 1560 m geopotential height line
(white contour line). On this day this was roughly 34°N, 99°W. This is an example of a
northwest ridging event.
Lastly, convective parameters surrounding each SB event were obtained using the
University of Wyoming Department of Atmospheric Science observed upper-air radiosonde
archive (Wyoming Weather, 2015). Specifically, daily values of convective available potential
energy (CAPE), convective inhibition (CIN), precipitable water (PWAT), and lifted index
(LIFT) were collected from the 12Z Morehead City, NC (KMHX) atmospheric soundings for
each of the 88 SB events. Ideally, an 18Z atmospheric sounding analysis would be preferred, but
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the NWS rarely launches during that time. Additionally, thermodynamics taken from the 00Z
atmospheric soundings could be skewed as early morning convection could initiate under
unstable conditions, clear out, and stabilize the atmosphere by early evening. Thus, the 12Z
atmospheric soundings were used in order to capture the atmosphere as it warms.

3.3 Wet versus Dry SB Events
Of the total 88 detected SB events about half, or 41 events, were classified as SB wet
events. The remaining 47 events were classified as SB dry events. The following is a breakdown
of the classification statistics associated with each of these two categories.

3.3.1 NASH Classification
Figure 12 shows composite maps for both the SB wet and SB dry events. The composites
display sea level pressure and 850 mb winds from the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) Reanalysis, and precipitation measured by the Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission (TRMM). The SB dry composite map displays offshore synoptic-scale flow over the
NC coast, whereas the SB wet composite displays weaker flow that is more parallel to the
coastline. In comparison, Figure 11 displays a wind rose created for the Wilmington area. It
shows that the predominant summertime surface wind direction over the years 2009 – 2012 was
from the SW or parallel to the coast.
Interestingly, the SB wet composite map centers the NASH a bit further west when
compared to the SB dry composite map. Additionally, the SB wet composite map displays a
slightly wetter southeast United States when compared to the SB dry composite map. Synopticscale convergence and precipitation appears to occur closer to the coast in the SB wet composite
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and further offshore in the SB dry composite. Classification of the NASH’s western ridge during
these events may help explain the differences in precipitation associated with these two
composite maps. Specifically, the associated differences in central pressure, wind direction and
speed, and moisture flux divergence amongst the different NASH positions may help explain the
precipitation differences seen in the Figure 12 composites.

Figure 11: Wind rose for the Wilmington area over the years 2009 – 2012 during the summer
months (May – August). The dominant wind direction over the summertime season was from
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the SW or parallel to the coast. The wind rose was generated using the State Climate Office of
NC’s wind rose plot generation tool.

Figure 12: Composite maps for the SB wet and SB dry events. The composite maps display sea
level pressure (hPa), and 850 mb winds (m/s) from NCEP NARR, and precipitation (mm)
measured by the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM).
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SB Dry Events (N = 47)
SB Wet Events (N = 41)

NW
22
13

SW
5
6

NE
8
14

SE
12
8

Table 2: Comparison table of the frequency of events that fall under each of the four
NASH western ridge positions during the SB wet and SB dry events.
According to Li et al. (2011) SW NASH ridging typically induces synoptic-scale
moisture flux convergence and wetter conditions in the southeast United States. However, only a
small percentage (13%) of the 41 precipitating SB events occurred under the more rain prone
SW NASH ridging conditions, with half occurring during SE or NW NASH periods, which are
typically drier in the SE US. Still about one-third of the wet SB events occurred during a NE
NASH period, in better agreement with previous studies that show more precipitation in the SE
US during NASH NE periods (Li et al., 2011). On the other hand, almost 80 percent of the 47
dry SB events occurred under NW or SE NASH ridging periods, which have been shown to be
prone to moisture flux divergence and drier than usual conditions in the SE US (Li et al., 2011).
The relationship between NASH position and SB precipitation therefore seems to hold for the SB
dry events, but not for the SB wet events. Perhaps the NASH control on SB precipitation occurs
through its effect on the direction and speed of the winds along the NC coast, and not on the
synoptic-scale moisture flux convergence that is at the core of the Li et al. (2011) analysis.
To investigate this possibility Figure 13 shows composite maps for each of the four
NASH western ridge positions during the 41 SB wet events. The NASH NW composite displays
a predominantly offshore synoptic-scale flow across the NC coastline, whereas the NASH NE,
NASH SW, and NASH SE display flow parallel to the NC coast. As the literature suggests
(Savijarvi and Alestalo 1988; Bechtold et al., 1991; Arritt 1993), parallel and light offshore flow
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tend to favor stronger vertical velocities along the SB front, potentially favoring the wet SB
events in this climatology. Figure 14 shows composite maps but for the 47 SB dry events.
Interestingly, all four of the NASH SB dry composites display offshore synoptic-scale flow
across the NC coastline. The offshore synoptic-scale flow also appears to be much stronger in
each of the four SB dry NASH composite positions when compared to their SB wet NASH
composite counterparts. Since both the SB wet NASH composites and SB dry NASH composites
displayed offshore flow, it appears that climatologically the synoptic wind direction may not be
as important as the synoptic wind speed in regards to distinguishing between SB wet vs. SB dry
events.
Figure 15 and Figure 16 display 850 mb moisture flux divergence (+) and convergence
(-) for both the SB wet and SB dry events. The NASH SW SB wet composite map displays
strong moisture convergence across the NC coast. The NASH SW SB dry composite map also
shows moisture convergence across the NC coast, albeit a bit less. The NASH SE SB wet
composite map also displays stronger moisture flux convergence across the NC coast when
compared to the NASH SE SB dry composite. The opposite signal is present in both the NASH
NW and NASH NE composites. The NASH NW SB dry map displays stronger moisture
convergence across the NC coast when compared to the NASH NW SB wet map. Lastly, the
NASH NE SB dry composite shows much more moisture convergence across the NC coast when
compared to the NASH NE SB wet composite.
Results from the NASH composite maps would agree with our hypothesis that the
NASH’s control on SB precipitation is likely not contingent on the synoptic-scale moisture flux
convergence, but instead may be related to the NASH’s control on the prevailing synoptic-scale
wind direction and more so synoptic wind speed across the NC coast. However, it is also
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understood the synoptic-scale winds along the NC coast can be controlled by weather systems
other than the position of the NASH’s western ridge. Therefore, it is not clear if climatologically
the NASH has any influence on SB wet vs. SB dry events, even in regards to its influence on the
synoptic-scale flow.
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Figure 13: Composite maps for each of the four possible NASH western ridge positions
for the 41 SB wet events. The composite maps display sea level pressure (hPa), 850mb winds
(m/s), and precipitation (mm) measured by the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM).
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Figure 14: Composite maps for each of the four possible NASH western ridge positions
for the 47 SB dry events. The composite maps display sea level pressure (hPa), 850mb winds
(m/s), and precipitation (mm) measured by the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM).
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Figure 15: Composite maps for each of the four possible NASH western ridge positions for the
41 SB wet events. The maps display 850 mb winds (m/s) and 850 mb moisture flux (kg m-1 s-1)
divergence (+) and convergence (-).
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Figure 16: Composite maps for each of the four possible NASH western ridge positions for the
47 SB dry events. The maps display 850 mb winds (m/s) and 850 mb moisture flux (kg m-1 s-1)
divergence (+) and convergence (-).
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3.3.2 Synoptic-scale Wind Direction and Speed

Offshore Onshore Parallel Variable
SB Dry Events (N = 47)
30
1
16
0
SB Wet Events (N = 41)
17
7
12
5
Table 3: Comparison table of the frequency of events that fall under each of the
synoptic-scale wind directions during SB wet and SB dry events.
Of the 41 SB wet events, 17 occurred under offshore synoptic flow, 12 occurred under
parallel synoptic flow, 7 occurred under onshore flow, and 5 occurred under variable wind flow.
It is not surprising that offshore flow dominated the frequency over these SB wet events.
According to the literature, offshore flow typically induces a stronger SB circulation and
convergence along the SB front when compared to the other synoptic directions. Parallel flow
events typically induce less convergence along the SB front when compared to offshore flow
events, but these events can still induce enough convergence along the SB front to induce
precipitation. Thus, it is not surprising to see a large number of parallel flow events. Onshore
events induce the least amount of convergence along the SB front and therefore it is not
surprising to see a low sample of onshore flow events. In contrast, of the 47 SB dry events, 30
occurred under offshore synoptic flow, 16 under parallel flow, and 1 under onshore flow.
Roughly 60 percent of the SB dry events occurred under offshore flow. Given that both SB wet
and SB dry events occurred under predominantly offshore and parallel synoptic-scale flow it
further suggests that climatologically, the directional difference in the effects of offshore/parallel
versus onshore synoptic flow is not necessarily the determining variable that dictates whether SB
events are wet or dry.
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Figure 17 displays composite maps for each of the synoptic-scale wind directions during
the 41 SB wet events. Figure 18 displays composite maps for each of the synoptic-scale wind
directions during the 47 SB dry events. When comparing the two offshore composite maps, it
appears that the offshore SB dry map displays stronger offshore winds across the NC coast when
compared to the offshore SB wet map. The southeast is rather dry in both offshore composite
maps, however there appears to be more synoptic convergence and rainfall just off the immediate
NC coast in the offshore SB wet map when compared to the offshore SB dry map. Convergence
and precipitation is concentrated further out over the Atlantic Ocean in the SB dry offshore
composite map. Offshore synoptic winds may be associated with northwest flow following the
passage of a front. As a result, the precipitation and convergence shown over the Atlantic Ocean
in the SB dry offshore map may be from remnants of stronger frontal boundaries. Potentially
this may provide some explanation to the spatial difference in precipitation displayed between
the two offshore composite maps. In the parallel SB composite maps, it appears that the
southeast is wetter in the parallel SB wet map when compared to the parallel SB dry map. The
wind speeds appear to be slightly stronger in the parallel SB wet map when compared to the
parallel SB dry map. Additionally, the Great Plains low-level jet appears more pronounced in the
parallel SB dry map. As a result, the predominant flow across all of the parallel SB dry events is
actually more from the offshore direction.
Figure 19 and Figure 20 display 850 mb moisture flux divergence (+) and convergence
(-) for both the SB wet and SB dry events across the different synoptic-scale regimes.
Comparing the two offshore maps, there appears to be stronger moisture convergence across the
NC coast in the offshore SB dry map than in the offshore SB wet map. On the other hand, the
moisture convergence across the NC coast in the parallel SB wet map is stronger than in the
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parallel SB dry map. These results agree with the NASH position moisture flux analysis
presented earlier in that the synoptic-dynamic control over precipitating SB events is likely not
contingent on moisture flux divergence. Additionally, these results continue to suggest that
climatologically, control over precipitating SB events may be attributed to the associated
synoptic-scale wind speeds as they interact with SB fronts.
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Figure 17: Composite maps for each of the four possible synoptic-scale directions for the
41 SB wet events. The composite maps display sea level pressure (hPa), 850mb winds (m/s),
and precipitation (mm) measured by the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM).
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Figure 18: Composite maps for each of the four possible synoptic-scale directions for the
47 SB dry events. The composite maps display sea level pressure (hPa), 850mb winds (m/s), and
precipitation (mm) measured by the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM).
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Figure 19: Composite maps for each of the synoptic-scale wind regimes for the 41 SB wet
events. The maps display 850 mb winds (m/s) and 850 mb moisture flux (kg m-1 s-1) divergence
(+) and convergence (-).
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Figure 20: Composite maps for each of the synoptic-scale wind regimes for the 47 SB dry
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events. The maps display 850 mb winds (m/s) and 850 mb moisture flux (kg m-1 s-1) divergence
(+) and convergence (-).

SB Dry Events
SB Wet Events

Onshore (m/s)
2.00 (N=1)
2.85 ± 0.89 (N=7)

Offshore (m/s)
6.47 ± 2.30 (N=30)
4.47 ± 1.28 (N=17)

Parallel (m/s)
5.63 ± 2.31 (N=16)
5.25 ± 2.77 (N=12)

Variable (m/s)
(N=0)
1.34 ± 1.50 (N=4)

Table 4: Statistical comparison of the synoptic-scale wind speeds surrounding the SB dry
and SB wet events for each of the synoptic-scale wind directions. The bolded numbers represent
categories that are statistically significant at the .95 confidence level.
An analysis of the average wind speeds associated with each synoptic wind direction
category provides additional insight into the difference between SB dry and SB wet events. The
average wind speed over the 17 offshore SB wet events was 4.47 ± 1.28 m/s. In contrast, the
average wind speed over the 30 offshore SB dry events was 6.47 ± 2.3 m/s. This difference in
offshore average wind speeds was statistically significant at the .95 confidence level. Figure 21
displays a frequency histogram comparison of average offshore synoptic wind speeds during
both SB dry and SB wet events. The SB wet events fell within the optimal offshore synoptic
wind range of 0 to 4-6 m/s. The SB dry events however fell in the range of offshore winds
stronger than 4-6 m/s, something that was shown by previous studies to cause a weakening of the
SB. Perhaps the higher wind speed frequency during the 30 SB dry offshore flow events were
beyond the optimal offshore flow wind speed range, weakening the SB front and effecting the
precipitation potential for those events. Based on these results, it appears that there is a
significant signal in the average wind speeds during offshore synoptic-scale wind events as to
whether or not precipitation will form along the SB front. The results from this study agree with
the optimal offshore wind speed thresholds seen throughout the literature.
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Frequency,of,Offshore,Synoptic,Wind,Speeds,During,Dry,
and,Wet,SB,Events
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Frequency
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Figure 21: Frequency comparison of 850 mb wind speeds (m/s) during offshore synoptic
scale flow for both SB dry and SB wet events. The difference in average offshore synoptic wind
speed between SB dry and SB wet events is statistically significant at the .95 confidence level.
The average wind speed for the 12 SB wet parallel wind direction events was 5.25 ± 2.77
m/s. In contrast, the average wind speed for the 16 SB dry parallel wind direction events was
5.63 ± 2.3 m/s. The difference in average parallel wind speeds between the SB dry and SB wet
events was not statistically significant. The results from this study agree with the literature in that
there is no clear signal as to how parallel wind speeds impact SB circulation strength and vertical
velocities.
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Figure 22: Frequency comparison of 850 mb wind speeds (m/s) during parallel synoptic
scale flow for both SB dry and SB wet events. The difference in average parallel synoptic wind
speed between SB dry and SB wet events is not statistically significant.
The average wind speed for the 7 SB wet onshore wind direction events was 2.86 ± 0.9
m/s. According to the literature, for SBs to form on onshore flow days, the onshore wind speeds
have to be extremely light. Any onshore wind speeds greater than 2-4 m/s significantly diminish
the SB front and associated vertical velocities across the front. All of these 7 SB wet onshore
synoptic wind events fall within this weak wind speed threshold (Figure 23).
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Figure 23: Frequency of 850 mb wind speeds (m/s) during onshore synoptic scale flow
for SB wet events. The green line represents the SB wet trend
Figure 24 shows a comparison of the frequency of 850 mb wind speeds incorporating all
of the synoptic-scale directions (offshore, onshore, parallel, variable) for all of the 88 SB events.
The difference in average wind speeds between the SB wet and SB dry events is statistically
significant at the .95 confidence level. The differences associated with each of the two
histograms would suggest that on average, SB dry events tend to occur under stronger synopticscale wind speeds while SB wet events tend to occur under lighter synoptic-scale wind speeds.
In all, the results from this SB climatology would suggest that SBs that form under lighter
synoptic-scale flow, but still strong enough to induce convergence, have a better chance to
induce frontogenesis, maximize vertical velocities, and produce precipitation.
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Figure 24: Frequency of 850 mb wind speeds (m/s) from all synoptic directions for SB
wet and SB dry events. The difference in average synoptic wind speeds between the SB dry and
SB wet events is significantly different at the .95 confidence level.
These results are further visualized in Figure 25 which displays two-variable wind
rose histograms for all SB events, SB wet events, and SB dry events. The average wind direction
for all SB events is from the NW. The average wind direction in the SB wet rose diagram is
from the WSW. There is also a high frequency of SB wet events that occur under W/NW flow.
The spread of wind speed range frequencies for the SB wet events are predominantly in the
lower ranges of 1-4 m/s and 4-7 m/s, with a few outliers in the higher wind speed ranges. The
average wind direction for the SB dry rose diagram is from the WNW. There is a higher
frequency of events in the 4-7 m/s and above wind speed thresholds for SB dry events.
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Figure 25: Two-variable wind rose histograms for all SB events, SB dry events, and SB wet
events. The concentric circles show number of events, whereas the radial spokes show the wind
direction, and the color represents the wind speed ranges. The length of each wedge represents
the number of events that fall within that direction category. The average wind direction and 95
% interval is signified by the black lines and brackets.

3.3.3 Thermodynamics

CAPE (J/kg)
Virtual CAPE (J/kg)
LIFT
CIN (J/kg) Virtual CIN (J/kg) PWAT (mm)
SB Dry Events (N = 47) 860.85 ± 861.03
986.82 ± 948.71
-1.47 ± 3.59 93.54 ± 105.34
68.98 ± 72.82
40.91 ± 10.90
SB Wet Events (N = 41) 1187.24 ± 846.20
1358.31 ± 922.70
-2.36 ± 2.68 44.72 ± 52.78
32.87 ± 44.98
43.92 ± 8.28

Table 5: Statistical comparison of the 6 thermodynamic variables investigated
surrounding the SB dry and SB wet events. Bolded numbers indicate statistically significant
variables. The difference in average CAPE and average Virtual CAPE is statistically significant
at the .90 confidence level. The difference in average CIN and average Virtual CIN are
statistically significant at the .95 confidence level.
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Table 5 displays a statistical comparison of the 6 thermodynamic variables derived from
the 12Z atmospheric Morehead City (KMHX) soundings for each of the SB wet and SB dry
events. For convection and storms to occur we would expect CAPE, a measure of the amount of
available instability through the depth of the atmosphere, to be positive. CAPE is defined as a
measure of the amount of energy an air parcel would have if it were lifted vertically a distance
through the atmosphere. It is a measure of how positively buoyant an air parcel is, and therefore
is utilized as a beneficial operational forecasting tool. CAPE is directly related to maximum
updraft velocity (V) through the equation:
𝑉 = 2	
   ∙ 𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸	
  
Therefore, if all of the CAPE on a given day is converted to kinetic energy, then the
updraft speed of an air parcel is maximized. It follows then that higher values of CAPE indicate a
greater potential for stronger updrafts, and as a result greater chance for severe storm
development (NOAA, 2016). For simple thunderstorms, typically CAPE values are in the 5001000 J/kg range. However, for stronger thunderstorms, CAPE values exceeding 1000 J/kg are
usually present. The average CAPE over the 41 SB wet events in this climatology was 1187.24
± 846.2 J/kg. In contrast, the average CAPE over the 47 SB dry events was 860.85 ± 861.03 J/kg.
The difference in average CAPE between the SB wet and SB dry events was statistically
significant at 90 % confidence level. Figure 26 displays a frequency histogram comparison of
CAPE during both SB dry and SB wet events. Both SB categories displayed a slightly positive
skew with the SB wet events trending slightly more towards higher values of CAPE. The SB dry
events trended slightly more towards lower values of CAPE.
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Figure 26: Frequency comparison of CAPE during SB dry and SB wet events. CAPE
values were derived from the 12:00 Z Morehead City (KMHX) atmospheric soundings. The
difference in 12:00 Z CAPE between SB dry and SB wet events is statistically significant at the
.90 confidence level. However, the difference in 12 Z CAPE is not statistically significant at the
.95 confidence level.
Another measure of instability and consequently updraft strength is the lifted index. The
lifted index is the difference between an air parcel at the pressure height 500 mb that was lifted
from the surface and the measured temperature at 500 mb. It is also a measure of the relative
buoyancy of an air parcel. Increasingly negative lifted index values correlate with increasingly
unstable air (NOAA, 2016). The average lifted index over the 41 SB wet events in this
climatology was -2.36 ± 2.68. In contrast, the average lifted index over the 47 SB dry events in
this climatology was -1.47 ± 3.59. While the SB wet events display a slightly more negative
average lifted index, the difference in lifted index between the SB wet and SB dry events was not
statistically significant. Figure 27 displays a frequency histogram comparison of Lifted Index
values during both SB dry and SB wet events. Both SB categories displayed a slightly positive
skew with the SB wet events trending slightly more towards negative values of Lifted Index.
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The SB dry events also trended towards negative values of Lifted Index but not as robustly. The
differences in Lifted Index between these two SB categories are negligible at best.

Frequency+of+Lifted+Index+During+Dry+and+Wet+SB+Events
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Figure 27: Frequency comparison of Lifted Index during SB dry and SB wet events.
Lifted Index values were derived from the 12:00 Z Morehead City (KMHX) atmospheric
soundings. The difference in 12:00 Z Lifted Index values between SB dry and SB wet events is
not statistically significant.
While both categories of SB events occurred during unstable atmospheres, it appears that higher
levels of instability could be indicative of whether a SB induces precipitation or not. However,
there does not appear to be any clear signal as to a certain instability threshold that guarantees
precipitation.
Another thermodynamic variable used to measure thunderstorm potential is CIN. CIN is
an energy barrier of negative buoyancy that must be overcome for an air parcel to reach available
instability. If low-level CIN (stable air) is present, stronger updraft energy is required to break
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through the stable air and allow thunderstorms to develop (NOAA, 2016). Therefore, higher
values of CIN are associated with less convection and thunderstorms. In agreement with this it
was found that the average CIN over the 41 SB wet events was 44.72 ± 52.78 J/kg whereas the
average CIN over the 47 SB dry events was much larger at 93.65 ± 105.34 J/kg. The difference
in average CIN between the SB wet and SB dry events was statistically significant at the .95
confidence level. Figure 28 displays a frequency histogram comparison of CIN during both SB
dry and SB wet events. Both SB categories displayed a strong positive skew with the SB wet
events trending more towards lower values of CIN. The SB dry events also trended towards
lower values of CIN, however not a robustly as the SB wet events. There were also 14 SB dry
events with CIN values higher than 150 J/kg. CIN values in the range of 50 to 200 typically
require strong heating and synoptic scale forcing to break through stable air aloft and initiate
precipitation. Based on these results, the amount of early morning stable air, as a measure of
CIN, could potentially be a signal as to if a SB event will induce precipitation or not. In the case
of high, early morning CIN, the SB front would likely need to be rather strong with robust
updrafts to break through the stable air above. As was mentioned above, SB frontogenesis is
highly dependent on the cross-shore temperature gradient as well as the prevailing synoptic-scale
wind direction and speed. Therefore, whether or not a SB front can induce a strong enough
updraft to lift an air parcel through stable air above could require optimal land/sea temperature
gradient and synoptic wind conditions.
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Figure 28: Frequency comparison of CIN during SB dry and SB wet events. CIN values
were derived from the 12:00 Z Morehead City (KMHX) atmospheric soundings. The difference
in 12:00 Z CIN between SB dry and SB was significant at the .95 confidence level.
Atmospheric moisture content also contributes to precipitation and thunderstorm
potential as higher amounts of moisture typically provide an enhanced opportunity for
precipitation. PWAT is the measure of available moisture extending through a vertical column in
the atmosphere (AMS, 2016). The average PWAT over the 41 SB wet events was 43.92 ± 8.28
mm. In contrast, the average PWAT over the 47 SB Dry events was 40.91 ± 10.9 mm. The
difference in average PWAT between the SB wet and SB dry events is not statistically
significant. It would be expected that the atmosphere along the NC coast during the summer
time would usually contain a high volume of available moisture. Therefore, it is not surprising
that there is no statistically significant difference in average PWAT between the SB dry and SB
wet events.
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Figure 29: Frequency comparison of PWAT during SB dry and SB wet events. PWAT
values were derived from the 12:00 Z Morehead City (KMHX) atmospheric soundings. The
difference in 12:00 Z PWAT between SB dry and SB was not statistically significant.
3.4 SB Climatology Conclusions
Based on the results from this SB climatology, thermodynamically, the presence of
instability is a necessary ingredient for precipitation to form along the SB front. CAPE appears to
provide a potential predictor of precipitation along the SB front as there is a significant
difference in average CAPE between the SB dry and SB wet events, with a higher average
present during SB wet events. However, the difference in average CAPE between the SB dry and
SB wet events is not overly impressive and therefore using CAPE as a SB front precipitation
predictor is not ideal. These results suggest that higher values of CAPE in the morning time
provides the potential for stronger updrafts and more precipitation, if and only if SB frontal
convergence can lift an air parcel through any stable air aloft. Additionally, the presence of high
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values of CIN in the early morning, as was the case for SB dry events, appears to be a potential
inhibitor to afternoon SB induced precipitation. This would suggest that if stable air is present
aloft, SB frontogenesis must occur and induce strong updrafts to lift an air parcel through the
stable air above in order to tap into instability and potentially induce precipitation.
On any given SB day where the NASH reaches the NC coast, the results from the
analysis of the NASH and its control over SB evolution suggest that the NASH’s primary control
is likely associated with its influence on the synoptic-scale wind speeds and direction across the
NC coast. However, because synoptic weather systems other than the NASH can also influence
the synoptic-scale wind direction and wind speeds along the NC coast, climatologically it is not
clear that the NASH has any influence on SB wet vs. SB dry events. Additionally,
climatologically, the NASH’s influence on moisture flux convergence into the region appears to
have less, if any, control on precipitating SB fronts. On any given summertime SB day, the
atmosphere is likely ripe with moisture regardless of the synoptic-scale moisture flux
convergence. Results suggest that climatologically, the wind speed associated with each of three
potential directions may influence the strength of the SB circulation, the strength of convergence
and vertical velocities along the SB front, and consequently the potential for precipitation along
the SB front. This is particularly true in the case of offshore synoptic-scale flow where there is a
significant difference in average wind speeds between the SB dry and SB wet events. When
analyzing all synoptic-scale wind directions for the 88 SB events, there is a statistically
significant signal in that SB dry events typically occur under stronger synoptic-scale flow, while
SB wet events typically occur under weaker synoptic-scale flow.
The SB climatology presented in this study suggests that SB-induced precipitation
in the current climate is contingent upon both thermodynamically driven variables and synoptic-
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dynamic variables. It is likely then, that changes in these variables in a future climate would also
affect the evolution and the chance for precipitation along a NC SB front.
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Chapter 4
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND THE PGW APPROACH

4.1 The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model
Numerical simulations of the SB front in both the current climate and future climate
scenarios were performed using the WRF version 3.6.1 model. WRF is a state-of-the art
mesoscale numerical weather prediction model that has atmospheric research and operational
forecasting applications. It features a comprehensive 3-D hydrostatic model of the atmosphere
that incorporates the primitive equations, physics parameterizations for radiation, convection,
planetary boundary layer, and gravity wave drag (Clow, 2013), as well as a land-surface model.
Development of WRF began in the 1990’s under the collaboration between the National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP),
the Air Force Weather Agency (AFWA), the Naval Research Laboratory, the University of
Oklahoma, and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). WRF allows users to run
simulations based on real data or idealized cases under advanced model physics and data
assimilation. Additionally, WRF has a worldwide user base allowing user support due to its
portable nature. WRF is amongst the best United States mesoscale models. It is also a diagnostic
tool in that it can help discover spatial and temporal detail beyond what observations or general
circulation models (GCM) can provide (WRF, 2015).
WRF utilizes a downscaling approach that allows atmospheric simulations at much
higher resolution than what GCMs can provide. Higher resolution (6-km grid length or less)
simulations are necessary in order to allow proper analysis of mesoscale processes at the regional
scale (Lackmann, 2012).

The two processing cores WRF contains are the Advanced Research WRF (ARW) version and
the Non-hydrostatic Numerical Model (NMM) version. Each version uses different physics, grid
spacing, and finite differencing. This study utilized the ARW version. For real cases, WRF uses
the WRF Pre-processing System (WPS), which is an embedded system that performs all of the
pre-processing of data necessary to run numerical output.
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Figure 30: WRF-ARW schematic for real data cases.

In this study a domain configuration was set-up with a larger outer domain with 27-km
horizontal grid spacing, with 9-km and 3-km nested domains (Figure 31). The outer domain was
situated to capture the offshore component of the NASH. The 3-km inner-most domain was
situated to capture the entire NC coastline. Each model was run with 30 vertical levels, a model
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top of 50 hPa, and 30-minute output for the inner most nest.

27#km##

9#km##

3#km##

Figure 31: WPS domain configuration used in this study. The outer domain was configured at
27-km grid spacing, with 9-km and 3-km nests.
For each simulation, the 27-km and 9-km domains utilized the Betts-Miller-Janjic
cumulus parameterization (CU) scheme. However, CU was omitted for the 3-km domain. 3-km
horizontal grid spacing is generally high enough resolution to resolve updrafts and convection
without the need for a CU scheme. The WRF Single-moment 3-class (WSM3) microphysics
scheme was applied to both the 27-km and 9-km domains. The WRF Single-moment 6-class
(WSM6) microphysics scheme was applied to the 3-km domain. All domains utilized the Yonsei
University (YSU) Planetary Boundary Layer scheme, the Unified Noah land surface model, and
the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) shortwave and longwave radiation schemes.
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Initial and boundary conditions for each simulation used 6-hourly GFS 1° data
downloaded from the NCEI’s High Resolution Analysis and Forecast Historical database.
Additionally, static .5° sea surface temperature (SST) data from the Real-time, global, sea
surface temperature (RTG_SST) reanalysis database was used. For the nested domains, the
parent domain provided the lateral boundary conditions using one-way nesting.
4.2 Current Climate WRF Simulations
Initially 12 of the 41 SB wet events were simulated using WRF. The 12 cases chosen
represented the cases where the SB front induced the most pronounced amounts of precipitation.
Additionally, all 12 of these SB-induced precipitation events formed in the same general vicinity
between Wilmington, NC and Morehead City, NC as seen on NEXRAD radar. This stretch of
coastline tends to be the hot spot for observable, thin-line reflectivity SB fronts along the NC
coast. Additionally, each of these 12 cases fit under a different NASH positions as well as
associated different synoptic wind regimes. This was important because it provided a high
sample of synoptic set-ups for comparison, as well as to relate back to how synoptic flow
impacts SB evolution.
One-to-two day WRF simulations for each event were run using initial and boundary
conditions from the current climate to assess how well WRF reproduced the event. An extra day
was added in the beginning of each simulation in order to give the model a spin-up period. It
was important to understand how well WRF could reproduce these SB events in the current
climate, to improve our confidence in WRF’s ability to represent the SB front in a future climate
as well. Because WRF is a model, it will not perfectly model any atmospheric phenomenon and
it was clear that WRF could model some of these SB events better than others. WRF’s ability to
model the timing of the SB front formation and termination, the inland propagation timing and
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distance of the SB front, and precipitation generated along the SB front were the determining
factors in choosing the final 7 SB-induced precipitation events to be studied in future climate
simulations.
Three of the SB event simulations were initialized at 00Z the day before the event and
run for 54 hours to 06Z the day after the event. The remaining 4 SB events occurred over a
consecutive, multi-day period. For these 4 SB events, the simulation was initialized 00Z the day
before the events and run for 78 hours until 06Z the day after the SB events.

4.3 The PGW Approach and Future WRF Simulations
The experimental design used in this study to simulate future replications of these 7 SBinduced precipitation events is similar to the PGW approach developed by Schär et al. (1996). In
recent years, the PGW approach has been used by Sato et al. (2007), Hara et al. (2008), Kawase
et al. (2009), Lackmann (2012), among others. In the PGW approach the model is run using
present climate large-scale initial and boundary conditions that have been adjusted to reflect
future climate projections of large-scale temperature changes. In this study, large-scale
temperature changes were imposed on the synoptic pattern surrounding these 7 SB-induced
precipitation events. While it is unlikely that the exact same synoptic pattern would occur in the
future, it is very likely that a similar synoptic pattern could occur in the future. The WRF WPS
will ensure that the added future climate large-scale temperature changes will also be reflected,
through geostrophic balance, in the geopotential height and wind fields. Therefore, the location
and intensity of the NASH is also adjusted by the addition of the future climate temperature
changes. The PGW is a conservative approach in that it uses averaged thermodynamics across
multiple GCMs. Actual future temperature anomalies could be stronger than these averages,
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however, the design utilized in this study is sufficient to answer the hypothesis that synopticdynamic changes in the NASH in a future climate will influence SB evolution.
Data representing future thermodynamic projections was obtained from the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) database from the World Climate Research
Programme. The AR5 report was released in 2014 and revealed new evidence of global climate
change gathered from observations, archival data, and simulations using GCMs.

Future

projections of climate change within the CMIP5 models are based on four scenarios of
anthropogenic forcing. The scenarios are listed as Representative Concentration Pathways
(RCPs). All of the RCP scenarios represent CO2 emissions levels in 2100 higher than current
climate levels as a result of continued CO2 emissions in the 21st century. The RCP scenarios are
listed with a radiative forcing value that is a function of the balance of incoming and outgoing
radiation. For example, RCP 2.6 stands for representative concentration pathway with 2.6 W/m2
additional radiative forcing. In this scenario, global mean surface temperatures for the years
2081-2100 are projected to likely increase 0.3°C to 1.7°C.

The most severe scenario is

represented by the RCP 8.5. In this scenario, global mean surface temperatures for the years
2081-2100 are projected to likely increase 2.6°C to 4.8°C. There are two other scenarios in
between this range, RCP 4.5 and RCP 6.0. The future climate simulations in this study included
temperature anomalies from both the RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 scenarios. Access to the CMIP5 runs
is free online (IPCC, (2013)).
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Figure 32: IPCC (2013) Representative Concentration Pathway scenarios. RCP8.5 is the worstcase scenario in which global mean surface temperatures for the years 2081-2100 is projected to
likely increase 2.6°C to 4.8°C.
Monthly temperatures were averaged over a subset of 5 CMIP5 models (HADGEM2AO, HADGEM2-ES, MPI-ESM-LR, ACCESS1-0, and CESM1-BJC). Specifically, monthly
temperatures at the 2-m level, sea surface, and through the levels of the atmosphere were
averaged. Decadal anomalies for each month were then computed as the difference between the
monthly averages of CMIP5 ensembles for the periods 2090-99 minus 1990-99. This was done
by computing differences between the average monthly temperature anomalies from the 2090s
RCP runs, from the average monthly temperature anomalies in the 1990s from the CMIP5
historical runs. These differences were computed for each grid cell, and interpolated horizontally
and vertically to the same GFS 1° WRF grid used for the initial and lateral boundary conditions
used in each current climate simulation. This was done for both the RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5
scenarios to facilitate spatial and temporal comparisons across scenarios. The future climate
simulations for each of these two anthropogenic warming scenarios could be interpreted as
relatively representing the thermodynamic conditions surrounding each of these 7 SB-induced
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precipitation events around the year 2110. Figure 33 and Figure 34 display examples of the
July surface temperature anomalies derived from the 5 averaged CMIP5 models used in this
study for both the RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 scenarios respectfully.

Figure 33: July surface temperature anomalies (°C) derived from a Multi-Model-Mean
(MMM) of the 5 CMIP5 GCMs used in this study. The temperature anomalies (°C) are derived
by computing differences from the average July temperature anomalies from the 2090s RCP 4.5
runs, from the average July temperature anomalies in the 1990s from the CMIP5 historical runs.
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Figure 34: July surface temperature anomalies (°C) derived from a Multi-Model-Mean (MMM)
of the 5 CMIP5 GCMs used in this study. The temperature anomalies (°C) are derived by
computing differences from the average July temperature anomalies from the 2090s RCP 8.5
runs, from the average July temperature anomalies in the 1990s from the CMIP5 historical runs.
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Figure 35: Experimental design utilized in this study. Initial and lateral boundary conditions are
maintained for each simulation. However, the future climate simulation includes thermodynamic
anomalies calculated from a Multi-Model-Mean (MMM) of 5 CMIP5 GCMs.
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Chapter 5
CASE STUDY ANALYSIS

In this section results from a series of case studies of 5 SB wet events summarized in
Table 6 are presented. For each event, three WRF simulations are presented, for current climate
conditions, future climate conditions under RCP 4.5, and future climate conditions under RCP
8.5.

Case
Date
NASH
1
August 1, 2009
SW
2
July 23, 2010
NW
3
July 12, 2012
NE
4
September 7, 2012
NE
5
July 13, 2012
NE

850 mb Wind 850 mb Wind
Direction
Speed (m/s)
Parallel
8-12
Offshore
3-5
Onshore
0-4
Parallel
1-3
Onshore
1-4

Table 6: Summary of the 5 SB events presented in this thesis.
5.1 Case 1: August 1, 2009 – SW NASH, Parallel Synoptic-scale Flow
On August 1, 2009 a late morning (15:30 Z) SB front developed along the NC coast
stretching between Wilmington and Morehead City. Simultaneously a second SB front
developed south of Wilmington, NC and extended southward into South Carolina. Both SB
fronts continuously triggered precipitation as they propagated inland. The SB front just south of
Morehead City, NC first penetrated inland parallel to the coastline, but eventually veered and
propagated as far as Greenville, NC before dissipating. The Wilmington, NC SB front
propagated parallel to coastline first as well, but then backed slightly in the afternoon before
dissipating near Elizabethtown, NC. Both SB fronts dissipated around 23:00 Z.

A SW NASH ridging event was present on this day allowing for parallel synoptic level
flow to dominate the NC coast (Figure 36). The average parallel wind speed over the day was
between 8-12 m/s. The day was unstable with a 12:00 Z sounding CAPE value of 593.85 J/kg, a
lifted index value of -2.31, and a low CIN value of 48.48 J/kg. Additionally, an abundance of
moisture was present with a 12:00 Z sounding PWAT value of 54.7 mm.

Figure 36: NARR derived 850 mb geopotential heights (m) and 850 mb winds (m/s) on August
1, 2009. A SW NASH positioning synoptic setup developed on this day inducing parallel flow
across the NC coast.
5.1.1 Comparison of WRF Current Climate Simulation to Observations
The WRF current climate simulation of this August 1, 2009 SB event was initialized at 00:00 Z
July 31, 2009. The simulation ran for 54 hours and terminated at 06:00 Z August 2, 2009. A
comparison of the 850 mb heights and 850 mb winds from the WRF current climate simulation
(Figure 37) to the NARR derived 850 mb heights and 850 mb winds (Figure 36) shows us that
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the simulation captures the position and extent of the NASH’s western ridge quite well. This is
expected since WRF is initialized with the GFS large-scale winds and therefore a large-scale
feature such as the NASH would be expected to be well represented. WRF simulated slightly
varying synoptic wind directions over the NC coastline throughout the simulation, however it
predominantly captured a parallel, southwesterly flow similar to that of the NARR-derived daily
average 850 mb wind plot. Average 850 mb wind speeds along the coast were also captured well
by the WRF simulation when compared to the NARR reanalysis. The NASH’s western ridge, as
was defined earlier, does appear to extend a bit further inland in the WRF current climate
simulation when compared to the NARR reanalysis, but overall it captures a SW ridging event
similar to that of the NARR reanalysis. Again, this is expected since GFS data was used in order
to keep the large-scale flow close to the observations.

Figure 37: 18:00 Z current climate WRF simulated 850 mb heights (m) and 850 mb winds (m/s)
valid August 1, 2009.
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Thermodynamically, WRF simulated values of CAPE, PWAT, and CIN taken at the
Morehead City, NC (KMHX) coordinates were all relatively close to that of the 12:00 Z
observed sounding.
The WRF current climate radar reflectivity captures the general signature of the SBinduced precipitation quite well when compared to NEXRAD radar observations (Figure 38).
However, WRF does simulate some early morning convection around 15:00 Z in the
Wilmington, NC area not seen in the NEXRAD observations (not shown). WRF simulates a
slightly earlier start (as early as 14:30 Z) to the SB-induced precipitation as well as a slightly
later termination (00:30 Z). However, the WRF current climate simulation captures the elongated
nature, position, and inland penetration of the SB-induced precipitation very well. Since this was
a parallel synoptic wind flow day, it would be expected for the SB to stay close to the coast. The
NEXRAD observations confirm this. WRF simulates a similar coastal positioning of the SBinduced convection. WRF captures the strongest reflectivity values seen in discrete cells in the
NEXRAD observations, however it does not perfectly place these discrete cells. Both SB thin
lines were relatively unorganized in the NEXRAD observations. It appears that parallel synoptic
flow can shear across the SB, inducing a less organized thin line. This would likely be especially
true when the parallel flow is relatively strong as was the case on August 1, 2009. The WRF
current climate simulation depicts a spotty organized SB thin line throughout the run as well
(Figure 38). At 18:00 Z the WRF simulated thin lines are loosely organized with the
Wilmington thin line a bit more visible than the Morehead City thin line. At 19:30 Z the thin
lines have merged and organized into a well recognizable SB thin line. This is consistent with
the 19:30Z NEXRAD observations when the SB thin line was most recognizable and organized.
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WRF also captures the early afternoon veer in the propagation of the SB front that formed just
south of Morehead City, NC. It also captures the slight backing of the Wilmington, NC SB near
Elizabethtown, NC. The position, elongation, timing, and inland penetration of the WRF
simulated SB thin line is very consistent with the NEXRAD observations. Figure 39 shows a
comparison of NEXRAD observed total precipitation and the WRF current climate simulated
total precipitation for the August 1, 2009 SB event. WRF tends to overestimate total precipitation
in several places and it misses the location of the heaviest pockets of rainfall. However, WRF
correctly simulates the highest amounts of precipitation associated with the SB front.
Additionally, WRF spatially simulates the heaviest precipitation similar to that in the NEXRAD
observations.
In summary, WRF is able to produce a quite realistic evolution of the SB-induced
precipitation for this event.
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Figure 38: Comparison of WRF current climate simulated radar reflectivity (dBZ) (top)
NEXRAD observed radar reflectivity (dBZ) (middle), and WRF current climate simulated
vertical velocities (cm/s). From left to right, the time-series includes the 18:00 Z, 19:30 Z, and
00:00 Z times. Orange arrows signify the location of the SB thin line.
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Figure 39: Comparison of NEXRAD observed total precipitation (mm) (left) and WRF current
climate simulated total precipitation (mm) (right).
5.1.2 Comparison of WRF Current Climate Simulation to WRF Future Climate Simulations
Figure 40 displays a time-series comparison of averaged sea level pressure and 850 mb
winds associated with the NASH between the WRF current climate simulation and the WRF
future climate simulations. In both the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF RCP 8.5 simulations the center
of the NASH expands westward and its western ridge pushes further inland. In response to this,
the synoptic level winds along the coast maintain a southwesterly component for a longer
duration in the future climate simulations along a low-level jet. In contrast, in the WRF current
climate simulation, the low-level jet remains mostly offshore. As a result, the winds turn
west/northwest at the end of the WRF current climate simulation. Throughout the duration of the
simulations, both the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF RCP 8.5 simulations maintain stronger 850 mb
winds along the NC coastline when compared to the WRF current climate simulation. The
average 850 mb wind speed along the SB initiation and progression zone in the WRF RCP 4.5
simulation was in the 8-12 m/s range. The average 850mb wind speed along the SB initiation and
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progression zone in the WRF RCP 8.5 simulation was 8-16 m/s. In comparison, the WRF current
climate simulation averaged 850 mb wind speeds of 6-10 m/s in the same vicinity.

WRF CC

WRF RCP 4.5

WRF RCP 8.5

Figure 40: Comparison of averaged sea level pressure (hPa) and 850 mb wind speeds (m/S) for
the WRF current climate simulation (left), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP
8.5 simulation (right). Times are valid August 1, 2009 03:00 Z to August 2, 2009 03:00 Z.
Figure 41 displays a time-series comparison of simulated radar reflectivity between the
future climate WRF simulations and the current climate WRF simulation. Each future climate
WRF simulation had an earlier start and termination time to the SB-induced precipitation. The
WRF RCP 4.5 simulation initiated SB front induced precipitation as early as 14:00 Z and
terminated the precipitation around 00:00 Z. The WRF RCP 8.5 simulation initiated SB front
induced precipitation around 11:30 Z and terminated the precipitation around 21:00 Z. Despite
these differences in start and termination times, the duration of the SB events was comparable in
the three climate scenarios. Discrete precipitation cell intensity increased in each future climate
simulation in some instances, and it appears that a larger spatial spread of precipitation occurred
during comparable time frames. The precipitation tends to remain closer to the coast, as well as
cluster further north and east towards the Cape Lookout and Morehead City region in the future
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climate simulations. Perhaps the increase in 850 mb southwesterly flow seen in the future
climate simulations steered the precipitation further downwind towards this region. Figure 43
displays the precipitation change associated with each future climate simulation when compared
to the current climate simulation. In each plot, the turquoise colors represent areas in which the
future climate simulation simulated higher amounts of precipitation when compared to the
current climate simulation. The gray colors represent areas in which the future climate simulation
simulated less precipitation that the current climate simulation. In the WRF RCP 4.5 simulation,
the most robust change in precipitation occurred in the Morehead City, NC and immediate
coastal region where the precipitation increased upwards of 80 – 100 mm. Similarly, robust
increases in precipitation occurred in the same general vicinity in the WRF RCP 8.5 simulation.
However, the spatial spread of robust anomalous precipitation also extended into the
Jacksonville, NC vicinity and along the immediate coastline in the WRF RCP 8.5 simulation.
Areas along and near the Topsail Island beaches experienced an increase in precipitation
upwards of 60-80 mm.
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Figure 41: Time-series comparison of radar reflectivity (dBZ) for the WRF current climate
simulation (top), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (bottom).
Times displayed from left to right include 15:00 Z, 18:00 Z, and 22:00 Z.
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WRF CC

WRF RCP 4.5

WRF RCP 8.5

Figure 42: Comparison of precipitation totals (mm) in the WRF current climate simulation (left),
WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (right). Precipitation totals are
valid from August 1, 2009 08:30 Z to August 2, 2009 00:00 Z.

RCP 4.5 - CC

RCP 8.5 - CC

Figure 43: Precipitation change associated with the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF RCP 8.5
simulations when compared to the WRF CC simulation. The turquoise colors represent regions
where the future climate simulation simulated higher amounts of precipitation (mm) when
compared to the current climate simulation. The gray colors represent regions where the future
climate simulation simulated less precipitation (mm) when compared to the current climate
simulation.
Figure 44 displays a time-series comparison of vertical velocities between the future
climate WRF simulations and the current climate WRF simulation. The SB thin lines are still
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present in the WRF RCP 4.5 simulation, albeit they appear less organized than in the current
climate simulation. The SB thin lines are almost non-existent in the WRF RCP 8.5 simulation,
however it is clear that in the vicinity of the SB initiation and propagation region there is a
boundary with discrete instances of robust vertical velocities. The less organized SB thin lines in
the future simulations are likely the result of the increased 850 mb parallel southwesterly flow
associated with the synoptic-dynamic shift in the NASH’s western ridge. Despite the less
organized SB thin lines in the future climate scenarios, it appears that the increase in synopticscale flow was not strong enough to fully suppress SB convergence and vertical updrafts along
the boundaries. In fact, it appears that the vertical velocities along the boundaries increased
substantially in the future climate scenarios. Potentially, the synoptic-dynamic westward shift in
the NASH’s western ridge may have led to more convergence along the SB boundary and
consequently increased vertical velocities.
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WRF RCP 8.5

Figure 44: Time-series comparison of vertical velocities (cm/s) for the WRF current climate
simulation (top), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (bottom).
Times displayed from left to right include 15:00 Z, 18:00 Z, and 22:00 Z. Orange arrows
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indicate the position of the SB thin lines.
Figure 45 displays a time-series comparison of surface temperatures between the WRF
current climate simulation and the WRF future climate simulations. Both the WRF RCP 4.5 and
WRF RCP 8.5 simulations simulate progressively warmer temperatures across the domain during
the duration of the event. Both future simulations also simulated earlier land warming than the
WRF current climate simulation. The land/sea temperature differences in each of these future
climate simulations aren’t necessarily more robust, but the earlier land surface heating may have
contributed to the earlier start to the SB circulation and associated precipitation. As the SB
penetrates inland earlier in the day in each of the future climate simulations, the cooler ocean air
penetrates inland stabilizing the atmosphere earlier in the day. This, coupled with the stabilizing
tendency of the earlier induce precipitation, potentially may explain the earlier termination time
of the SB-induced precipitation in each of the future climate simulations.
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Figure 45: Time-series of surface temperatures (°F) for the WRF current climate simulation
(top), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (bottom). Times
displayed from left to right include 13:00 Z, 17:00 Z, and 20:00 Z.
Figure 46 displays a time-series comparison of CAPE values between the WRF current climate
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simulation and the WRF future climate simulations. Both the WRF RCP 4.5 and the WRF RCP
8.5 simulations simulate higher CAPE along the NC coast in the SB initiation zone.
Additionally, both future climate WRF simulations display a higher presence of CAPE inland
ahead of the SB front as the day progresses. The atmosphere is progressively more unstable from
the WRF RCP 4.5 simulation to the WRF RCP 8.5 simulation. This enhanced instability may
explain some of the increase in precipitation in the future climate simulations. Additionally, the
future climate simulations simulate earlier, high CAPE along the coast. This is especially true in
the RCP 8.5 simulation where there is upwards of 3500 J/kg CAPE present in the SB initiation
zone at 15:00 Z, compared to 2000 J/kg of CAPE in the CC simulation at the same time. This
may help explain the earlier start and termination timing of the SB-induced precipitation.
Warmer surface temperatures along the NC coast potentially induced an earlier start to the SBinduced precipitation by eroding any stable air aloft, and allowing the SB front to lift air parcels
into this reservoir of enhanced CAPE. Earlier falling rain likely stabilized the atmosphere earlier
in the event, terminating the precipitation sooner in the future climate simulations. WRF RCP 8.5
simulation in particular displays this early to mid afternoon stabilization.
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Figure 46: Time-series comparison of CAPE (J/kg) for the WRF current climate simulation
(top), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (bottom). Times
displayed from left to right include 15:00 Z, 18:00 Z, and 22:00 Z.
Figure 47 displays a time-series comparison of PWAT between the WRF future climate
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simulations and WRF current climate simulation. The thermodynamic warming response is
clearly evident in both of the WRF future climate simulations. The amount of available
atmospheric moisture progressively increases from the WRF RCP 4.5 to WRF RCP 8.5
simulations. In each of the three simulations, the highest PWAT is situated along the western
ridge of the NASH and stretches from the Gulf of Mexico up the eastern seaboard into the
middle Atlantic Ocean. The southwesterly flow associated with the NASH is clearly transporting
moist air from the Gulf northeastward along the eastern seaboard in each of these simulations. In
the WRF current climate simulation, a weak trough of dry air imparts its influence in the SB
propagation zone in the mid-late afternoon. However, in both future climate simulations, this dry
trough is held further inland and has less impact in the SB propagation zone. It appears that the
westward shift of the NASH in the future climate WRF simulations allowed for the NASH to
hold onto a southwesterly flow for a longer duration across the SB propagation zone. This
synoptic-dynamic change in the NASH allowed for higher amounts of moisture to be
continuously transported into the SB propagation zone. This is especially true in the WRF RCP
8.5 simulation where strong southwesterly flow and associated moisture flux are maintained in
the SB propagation zone for the duration of the simulation.
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Figure 47: Time-series comparison of PWAT (mm) for the WRF current climate simulation
(top), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (bottom). Times
displayed from left to right include 15:00 Z, 18:00 Z, and 21:00 Z.
Another SB case under the influence of parallel synoptic-scale flow occurred on
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September 7, 2012. A similar analysis was completed for this September 7, 2012 SB event, with
results and findings similar in some aspects, but different in others to that seen in Case 1. See
Appendix A for details on the analysis of this September 7, 2012 SB event.

5.2 Case 2: July 23, 2010 – NW NASH, Offshore Synoptic-scale Flow
On July 23, 2012 a well-defined afternoon SB front developed along the NC coast
stretching between Wilmington and Morehead City, NC. Simultaneously a second, weaker SB
front developed south of Wilmington, NC and extended southward into South Carolina. The SB
front that stretched between Wilmington, NC and Morehead City, NC triggered some weak
precipitation as it propagated inland. The SB front that developed south of Wilmington, NC did
not trigger any precipitation.
A significant NW NASH ridging event set up on this day allowing for offshore low-level
flow to dominate the NC coast (Figure 48). The NASH’s western ridge extended far inland into
eastern Texas. The average offshore wind speed over the day was between 3-5 m/s, within the
optimal offshore synoptic wind SB range. The day was very unstable with a 12:00 Z sounding
CAPE value of 2,175.23 J/kg, a lifted index value of -2.98, and a low CIN value of 21.78 J/kg.
Additionally, an abundance of moisture was present with a 12:00 Z sounding PWAT value of
53.11 mm.
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Figure 48: NARR derived 850mb geopotential heights (m) and 850mb winds (m/s) on July 23,
2010. A NW NASH positioning synoptic setup developed on this day inducing offshore flow
across the NC coast.
5.2.1 Comparison of WRF Current Climate Simulation to Observations
The WRF current climate simulation of this July 23, 2010 SB event was initialized at 00:00 Z
July 22, 2010. The simulation ran for 54 hours and terminated at 06:00 Z July, 24 2010. A
comparison of the 850 mb heights and 850 mb winds from the WRF current climate simulation
(Figure 49) to the NARR derived 850 mb heights and 850 mb winds (Figure 48) shows us that
the 27-km WRF outer domain does not extend far enough west to capture the NASH’s western
ridge in its entirety. However, WRF almost perfectly places the 1560 m geopotential height line
as it extends across the mid Atlantic into Ohio. Using the 1560 m height as a guide, we can infer
that if the outer WRF domain could be extended, it would likely accurately capture the inland
extend of the NASH’s western ridge. Nonetheless, WRF simulated consistently light (0-4 m/s)
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offshore synoptic flow over the NC coastline throughout the simulation, similar to that of the
NARR derived daily average 850 mb wind plot.

Figure 49: 15:00 Z current climate WRF simulated 850mb heights and 850mb winds valid July,
23 2010.
Thermodynamically, WRF simulated values of CAPE, PWAT, and CIN taken at the
Morehead City, NC (KMHX) coordinates were all relatively close to that of the 12:00 Z
observed sounding.
In this case the WRF simulated radar reflectivity struggled to capture the SB-induced
precipitation accurately when compared to NEXRAD radar observations (Figure 50). WRF
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simulates very weak precipitation cells along the SB front between 17:00 Z and 22:00 Z and
focuses the precipitation in the Wilmington, NC vicinity. The NEXRAD observations on the
other hand, displayed very tiny precipitation cells between 17:00 Z and 21:00 Z along the
veering SB front that formed just south of Morehead City, NC. While, the SB-induced
precipitation didn’t occur until the afternoon hours, the SB thin line was visible on NEXRAD
radar starting around 15:00 Z and terminated around 22:00 Z. Figure 50 also shows WRF
simulated vertical velocities, which relatively accurately depicts the SB thin line seen in the
NEXRAD observations. WRF simulates the timing, position, elongation, and inland propagation
of the SB thin line quite well through the early afternoon hours. However, as the simulation
enters the late afternoon hours, WRF continues to simulate a weak, but organized and
propagating SB thin line. There is no visible SB thin line beyond 22:00 Z in the NEXRAD radar
observations. Figure 51 displays a comparison of NEXRAD observed total precipitation and
WRF current climate simulated total precipitation. While WRF accurately depicts the amounts
of heaviest precipitation, it did struggle to spatially resolve the accumulated precipitation over
this July 23, 2010 SB event. Although WRF struggled to accurately depict the location and
timing of the weak SB-induced precipitation cells seen in the radar observations, it does simulate
only weak, tiny precipitation cells, similar to that seen in the observations. Additionally, it did
accurately depict the SB initiation time and inland propagation quite well.
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Figure 50: Comparison of WRF current climate simulated radar reflectivity (dBZ) (top),
NEXRAD observed radar reflectivity (dBZ) (middle), and WRF current climate simulated
vertical velocities (cm/s). From left to right, the time-series includes the 18:30 Z, 21:00 Z, and
23:00 Z times. Orange arrows signify the location of the SB thin line.
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Figure 51: Comparison of NEXRAD observed total precipitation (mm) (left) and WRF current
climate simulated total precipitation (mm) (right).
5.2.2 Comparison of WRF Current Climate Simulation to WRF Future Climate Simulations
Figure 52 displays a time-series comparison of simulated radar reflectivity across the three
climate scenarios. Similar to the current climate simulation, the WRF RCP 4.5 simulation shows
discrete, tiny precipitation cells along the SB front. However, the precipitation was shifted
further north and clustered towards the Jacksonville, NC area (Figure 53). The initiation time of
the WRF RCP 4.5 simulated precipitation was slightly later in the day (18:00 Z) when compared
to the WRF current climate simulation (17:00 Z). The WRF RCP 4.5 simulation terminated the
precipitation at about the same time as the WRF current climate simulation. The WRF RCP 8.5
simulation, however, simulated a dry SB event throughout the duration of the simulation. The
precipitation tends to remain closer to the coast in both the WRF current climate and WRF RCP
4.5 simulations (Figure 53). While there was an increase in roughly 20 – 30 mm of precipitation
in some locations in the WRF RCP 4.5 simulation, this increase was likely due to the shift in
precipitation as opposed to a thermodynamic or synoptic response to the warmer climate.
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Figure 52: Time-series comparison of radar reflectivity (dBZ) for the WRF current climate
simulation (top), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (bottom).
Times displayed from left to right include 18:30 Z, 21:00 Z, and 23:00 Z.
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WRF RCP 4.5
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Figure 53: Comparison of precipitation totals (mm) in the WRF current climate simulation (left),
WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (right). Precipitation totals
(mm) are valid from July 23, 2010 13:30 Z to July 24, 2010 00:00 Z.

RCP 4.5 - CC

RCP 8.5 - CC

Figure 54: Precipitation change associated with the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF RCP 8.5
simulations when compared to the WRF CC simulation. The turquoise colors represent regions
where the future climate simulation simulated higher amounts of precipitation (mm) when
compared to the current climate simulation. The gray colors represent regions where the future
climate simulation simulated less precipitation (mm) when compared to the current climate
simulation.
Figure 55 displays a time-series comparison of vertical velocities across the three climate
scenarios. Other than a few instances in the late afternoon in the WRF RCP 4.5 simulation, the
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SB thin lines are progressively weaker from the WRF RCP 4.5 to the WRF RCP 8.5 simulations.
The WRF RCP 4.5 SB thin line also remains well organized until very late in the simulation,
similar to the evolution of the SB thin line in the WRF current climate simulation. However,
The WRF RCP 8.5 SB thin line is rather weak and unorganized throughout the event. The weak
vertical velocities simulated along the SB front in the WRF RCP 8.5 simulation potentially led to
the non-precipitation event.
The weaker vertical velocities seen in the future climate WRF simulations are likely the
result of shifts in the synoptic-scale wind flow. Figure 56 displays a time-series comparison of
averaged sea level pressure and 850 mb winds associated with the NASH across the climate
scenarios. The center of the NASH expands westward in both the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF RCP
8.5 simulations. In each of the climate scenarios, the strongest winds associated with the
NASH’s western ridge are located as far north as Pennsylvania. Because of this, the winds
remain light across the NC coastline throughout each of the WRF simulations. The synopticscale winds remain offshore during the duration of the WRF current climate simulation. The
synoptic-scale winds also remain offshore for majority of the WRF RCP 4.5 simulation, before
taking on a slight parallel flow in the afternoon hours. Potentially, this slight parallel turn in the
synoptic-scale flow lead to a slightly weaker SB front in the WRF RCP 4.5 simulation. The
average synoptic-scale wind speeds in the WRF RCP 4.5 simulation is similar to the average
wind speeds in the WRF current climate simulation (0-4 m/s), but the slight parallel turn may be
partially responsible for the weaker SB front. The average synoptic-scale winds are weaker (0-2
m/s) in the WRF RCP 8.5 simulation throughout the simulation. Additionally, the synoptic-scale
winds display more of an onshore flow, especially towards the Wilmington vicinity. This
synoptic-scale wind response is most likely the cause of the weaker vertical velocities simulated
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in the WRF RCP 8.5 simulation and also potentially the reason for the lack of precipitation in
this simulation.
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Figure 55: Time-series comparison of vertical velocities (cm/s) for the WRF current climate
simulation (top), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (bottom).
Times displayed from left to right include 16:30 Z, 18:30 Z, and 21:30 Z. Orange arrows
indicate the position of the SB thin lines.
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WRF RCP 4.5
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Figure 56: Comparison of averaged sea level pressure (hPa) and 850 mb wind speeds (m/s) for
the WRF current climate simulation (left), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP
8.5 simulation (right). Times are valid July 22, 2010 03:00 Z to July 23, 2010 03:00 Z.

Figure 57 displays a time-series comparison of PWAT across the climate scenarios. The
thermodynamic warming response is clearly evident in both of the WRF future climate
simulations. The amount of available atmospheric moisture in the SB initiation and propagation
zones progressively increases from the WRF RCP 4.5 to WRF RCP 8.5 simulations.
Additionally, Figure 58 displays a comparison of WRF simulated CAPE across each of the
climate scenarios. The amount of available CAPE in the SB initiation and propagation zones also
progressively increases from the WRF RCP 4.5 to the WRF RCP 8.5 simulations. Even with
these robust thermodynamic responses, as was noted above, the amount of precipitation along
the SB front decreases in the WRF RCP 8.5 simulation. Therefore, it is likely that the shifts in
synoptic-scale wind speed and direction along the NC coast, and the associated decrease in SB
frontal convergence, are likely the reason for the decrease in precipitation in the future climate
WRF simulations. This synoptic-scale wind shift influence is also seen in Figure 59. Figure 59
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displays a comparison of WRF simulated surface temperatures across each of the climate
scenarios. Because the WRF current climate simulation endured offshore synoptic-scale winds,
the land/sea temperature contrast maintained a strong thermal gradient throughout the event.
Even as the SB propagates, and cooler ocean air spills inland, the land/sea gradient remains
strong. The WRF RCP 4.5 simulation shows a similarly strong thermal land/sea gradient as
offshore synoptic-scale flow also dominated the region in that simulation. In contrast, the WRF
RCP 8.5 simulation endured very light onshore synoptic-scale flow, and therefore the SB
circulation struggled to maintain a robust land/sea thermal gradient. As the SB propagates inland,
it is evident that that the WRF RCP 8.5 thermal gradient is not a strong as in the other WRF
simulations.
The future synoptic-dynamic shift in 850 mb wind speed and direction along the NC
coastline likely contributed to the lack of precipitation in the WRF RCP 8.5 simulation. Not only
did convergence along the SB front decrease in the WRF RCP 8.5 simulation, but the shift in
synoptic-scale wind direction and speed also decreased the land/sea temperature gradient,
leading to a weaker SB circulation and front.
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Figure 57: Time-series comparison of PWAT (mm) for the WRF current climate simulation
(top), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (bottom). Times
displayed from left to right include 15:00 Z, 18:00 Z, and 21:00 Z.
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Figure 58: Time-series comparison of CAPE (J/kg) for the WRF current climate simulation
(top), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (bottom). Times
displayed from left to right include 15:00 Z, 18:00 Z, and 21:30 Z.
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Figure 59: Time-series of surface temperatures (°F) for the WRF current climate simulation
(top), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (bottom). Times
displayed from left to right include 15:00 Z, 18:00 Z, and 21:00 Z.
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5.3 Case 3: July 12, 2012 – NE NASH, Onshore Synoptic-scale Flow
In the middle of July, 2012, a NE NASH period (Figure 60) began to re-establish itself
over the Atlantic Ocean inducing onshore synoptic-scale flow over the NC coast for several
days. From July 11, 2012 through July 14, 2012, consecutive SB fronts developed and produced
substantial precipitation as they propagated inland. Each day, except for July 11, experienced
light onshore synoptic scale winds between 1-4 m/s. On July 11, 2012 a low pressure system
exited the NC coast and induced offshore synoptic flow behind the departing cold front. While
the low pressure system hovered around to the north, the NASH began to re-establish itself and
influence over the NC coastline on July 12, 2012 through July 14, 2012. Additionally, each day
was rather unstable as seen in Table 7.

Date
July 11, 2012
July 12, 2012
July 13, 2012
July 14, 2012

CAPE (J/kg)
398.88
510.40
2165.50
1640.00

LIFT
-1.80
-1.93
-4.52
-3.86

CIN (J/kg)
79.42
54.54
6.97
3.40

PWAT (mm)
48.27
53.81
50.02
46.99

Table 7: Thermodynamic conditions surrounding SB events in July, 2012 taken from the
Morehead City (KMHX) 12:00 Z atmospheric soundings.
Because of the recurring synoptic and thermodynamic nature of this set of SB events,
only the July 12 event is presented here. The July 12 SB event produced some of the more
impressive precipitation and did so under onshore synoptic-scale flow. A similar analysis was
completed for the July 13, 2012 SB event, with results and findings similar to that seen in Case
3. See Appendix B for details on the analysis of the July 13, 2012 SB event.
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Figure 60: NARR derived 850 mb geopotential heights (m) and 850 mb winds (m/s) on July 12,
2012. A NE NASH positioning synoptic setup developed on this day inducing onshore flow
across the NC coast.
5.3.1 Comparison of WRF Current Climate Simulation to Observations
The WRF current climate simulation of the July 12, 2012 SB event was initialized at
00:00 Z July 11, 2012. The simulation ran for 78 hours and terminated at 06:00 Z July 14 2012.
A comparison of the 850 mb heights and 850 mb winds from the WRF current climate
simulation (Figure 61) to the corresponding NARR derived 850 mb heights and 850 mb winds
(Figure 60) shows that for this SB event, WRF captures the position and western ridge of the
NASH quite well. Additionally, WRF simulated consistently light (0-4 m/s) onshore synoptic
flow over the NC coastline throughout the SB event, similar to that of the NARR derived daily
average 850 mb wind plots.
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Figure 61: 00:00 Z current climate WRF simulated 850 mb heights (m) and 850 mb winds (m/s)
valid July 12, 2012.
The WRF simulated radar reflectivity generally captured the SB-induced precipitation
sufficiently when compared to NEXRAD radar observations (Figure 62). For July 12, 2012,
WRF simulated very weak precipitation cells along the SB front starting around 16:00 – 17:00 Z
and focused the precipitation in the Wilmington vicinity. NEXRAD observations also detected
tiny precipitation cells around 17:00 Z in the Wilmington vicinity, albeit a bit less intense than
the WRF simulated signatures. At 20:00 Z a clear line of SB-induced precipitation is visible in
the NEXRAD observations. WRF simulates similar precipitation in that vicinity, however it
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fails to capture the elongated, shore-perpendicular nature of the precipitation seen in the
NEXRAD observations. WRF terminates the SB-induced precipitation too early (22:00 – 23:00
Z) when compared to the NEXRAD observations (00:00Z). At 23:00 Z there is still an intense
band of precipitation along the propagating SB front as seen in the NEXRAD imagery, which
WRF misses due to early termination. Figure 62 also shows WRF simulated vertical velocities
for the July 12, 2012 SB event, which accurately depict the SB thin line seen in the NEXRAD
observations. WRF simulates the timing, position, elongation, and inland propagation of the SB
thin line very well throughout the July 12, 2012 SB event. In fact, WRF even captures the
veering nature of the SB as it propagates into the afternoon hours. Figure 63 shows a
comparison of NEXRAD observed total precipitation and WRF current climate simulated total
precipitation for the July 12, 2012 SB event. WRF captures the heaviest precipitation amounts
seen in the NEXRAD observations, however, spatially, it misplaces them. Despite the fact that it
does not pinpoint the exact location of the accumulated precipitation, WRF captures other
aspects of this SB event quite well.
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Figure 62: July 12, 2012 comparison of WRF current climate simulated radar reflectivity (dBZ)
(top), NEXRAD observed radar reflectivity (dBZ) (middle), and WRF current climate simulated
vertical velocities (cm/s). From left to right, the time-series includes the 17:00 Z, 20:00 Z, and
23:00 Z times.
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Figure 63: July 12, 2012 comparison of NEXRAD observed total precipitation (mm) (left) and
WRF current climate simulated total precipitation (mm) (right).

5.3.2 Comparison of WRF Current Climate Simulation to WRF Future Climate Simulations
In the future replication of the July 12, 2012 SB event, WRF simulated a quicker
termination in the WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (Figure 64). However, the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF
RCP 8.5 simulations simulated similar initiation times to that seen in the WRF current climate
simulation. While the spatial spread of precipitation for the July 12, 2012 SB event varied across
climate scenarios, it mostly concentrated in the Wilmington, NC vicinity in each WRF
simulation (Figure 65). However, in the WRF RCP 4.5 simulation, the precipitation does extend
further inland when compared to both the WRF current climate and WRF RCP 8.5 simulations.
Anomalous precipitation in the WRF RCP 4.5 simulation reached upwards of 60-80 mm and
focused further inland towards the area west of Goldsboro, NC (Figure 66). Anomalous
precipitation in the WRF RCP 8.5 simulation reached upwards of 60-80 mm as well, however
focused in the Wilmington, NC vicinity (Figure 66). In general, the WRF RCP 8.5 simulation
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appears to be slightly drier than the WRF current climate and WRF RCP 4.5 simulations (Figure
65).
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Figure 64: July 12, 2012 time-series comparison of radar reflectivity (dBZ) for the WRF current
climate simulation (top), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation
(bottom). Times displayed from left to right include 17:00 Z, 20:00 Z, and 23:00 Z.
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Figure 65: Comparison of precipitation totals (mm) in the WRF current climate simulation (left),
WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (right). Precipitation totals
(mm) are valid from July 12, 2012 13:30 Z to July 13, 2012 02:00 Z.

RCP 4.5 - CC

RCP 8.5 - CC

Figure 66: July 12, 2012 precipitation change associated with the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF RCP
8.5 simulations when compared to the WRF CC simulation. The turquoise colors represent
regions where the future climate simulation simulated higher amounts of precipitation (mm)
when compared to the current climate simulation. The gray colors represent regions where the
future climate simulation simulated less precipitation (mm) when compared to the current
climate simulation.
Atmospheric moisture content as well as instability progressively increased from the
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WRF current climate simulation to the RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 simulations (not shown). The
precipitation results above would suggest that for the July 12, 2012 SB event, there was an
increase in precipitation in specific locations in each of the two future climate simulations.
However, the location of the anomalous precipitation is quite different when comparing the WRF
RCP 4.5 to the WRF RCP 8.5 simulations. This locational difference in the anomalous
precipitation between the future climate simulations is likely due to the shifts in the synopticscale flow. For the July 12, 2012 SB event, the center of the NASH and the NASH’s western
ridge expands westward in both the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF RCP 8.5 simulations (Figure 67).
The synoptic-scale onshore winds remain in the optimal SB range for onshore flow (0-4 m/s) in
both the WRF current climate and WRF RCP 8.5 simulations. In the WRF RCP 4.5 simulation,
however, the synoptic-scale flow is a bit more parallel and consistently, slightly stronger.
Potentially, the slightly more consistent parallel flow seen in the WRF RCP 4.5 simulation
allowed for the visible differences in the spread of precipitation anomalies. When the synopticscale flow was in the onshore direction in the WRF RCP 4.5 simulation, it was consistently a bit
stronger than the other climate scenarios. Potentially, these instances of stronger onshore flow
allowed for greater inland penetration of the SB front and the associated precipitation anomalies
seen in the WRF RCP 4.5 simulation.
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Figure 67: July 12, 2012 comparison of averaged sea level pressure (hPa) and 850 mb wind
speeds (m/s) for the WRF current climate simulation (left), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle),
and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (right). Times are valid Jul 12, 2012 03:00 Z to July 13, 2012
03:00 Z.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS
Sea breezes (SBs) are mesoscale wind circulations that develop along coastlines worldwide. If the SB circulation is strong enough, a SB front can develop and potentially induce
precipitation as it propagates inland. While at first glance the SB may not seem to be an overly
complex phenomenon, it is actually quite complex and difficult for coastal meteorologists to
forecast. This is especially true when it comes to forecasting whether or not precipitation will
form along the SB front, as not all SB fronts induce precipitation. The two primary objectives in
this thesis were to 1) attempt to understand why some SB fronts induce precipitation and why
others do not, and 2) to explore the effects of a warmer climate on SB evolution. To explore
these objectives, a SB climatology from the years 2009-2012 along the NC coast was
constructed. Additionally, current and future climate SB simulations were simulated in the WRF
model. More specifically, future shifts and changes in the North Atlantic Sub-tropical High
(NASH) and its associated synoptic-scale atmospheric flow were analyzed for the purposes of
exploring how synoptic-dynamic changes in a warmer climate might influence SB-induced
precipitation beyond the expected thermodynamic influence. It was hypothesized that shifts in
the synoptic-dynamic atmospheric flow associated with the western ridge of the NASH would
have more of an influence on SB evolution in a warmer climate than the expected modified and
enhanced thermodynamics. Specifically, it was hypothesized that as the NASH shifted westward
in a warmer scenario, the synoptic-dynamic wind response across the NC coast would strengthen
the land/sea temperature gradient, strengthen SB frontogenesis, increase convergence and
vertical velocities across the SB front, and as a result increase SB-induced precipitation. Results
from this thesis suggest that the synoptic-dynamic shifts in the atmospheric flow do appear to

have more of an influence on SB evolution in both the current and future climate scenarios. The
results also suggest that just because there is an increase in atmospheric moisture and instability
in a warmer climate, it does not necessarily guarantee an increase in precipitation along a future
NC SB front. While similar methodologies to the one utilized in this thesis have been applied to
mesoscale weather events, few have investigated future changes to phenomena at the SB scale.
6.1 SB Climatology
SB events from the years 2009 to 2012 were subjectively detected using data from the
NOAA NCEI NEXRAD radar database as well as from the NMQ-“Q2” precipitation database.
The resulting SB events were classified as either SB wet or SB dry events with 53 % of the 88
detected SB events being classified as SB dry events, and the remaining 47 % being classified as
SB wet events. Statistics of thermodynamic and kinematic variables were then calculated for the
two separate SB classes.
The thermodynamic parameter analysis suggests that higher values of early morning
CAPE could provide a signal as to whether or not a developed SB front will initiate convection
and precipitation. The difference in CAPE between the two classes was statistically significant at
the 90% confidence level. The average CAPE observed across the SB wet events was 1187.24 ±
846.2 J/kg. In comparison, the average CAPE observed across the SB wet events was 860.85 ±
861.03 J/kg. This difference in CAPE means that there is a better potential for the formation of
deep thunderstorms in the SB wet than in the SB dry events. The difference in CIN between the
two SB classes was statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. The average CIN
observed across the SB wet events was 44.72 ± 52.78 J/kg. In comparison, the average CIN
observed across the SB dry events was 93.54 ± 105.34 J/kg. Again, the difference in CIN means
that there is a better potential for the formation of deep thunderstorms in SB wet than SB dry
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events. Combined CIN and CAPE can be useful to identify the likelihood of a SB front inducing
precipitation later in the day. The other thermodynamic variables analyzed (namely, PWAT and
Lifted Index) were not significantly different between the two SB classes.
Results from the NASH composite analysis show that the summertime climate of the
southeast is affected by the variability of the NASH’s western ridge. After breaking down the
NASH’s western ridge into its 4 climatological positions (SW, SE, NW, NE), results from both
the SB dry and SB wet composite maps display variability amongst the four positions in wind
speed and direction, moisture flux convergence, and precipitation across the southeast. Analysis
of the variability in moisture flux convergence amongst the 4 climatological positions yielded
similar results to Li et al. (2011). Results from this work suggest that climatologically the NASH
may not have any control on SB wet vs. SB dry events. However, on any given SB day where the
NASH reaches the NC coast, the NASH’s control on SB evolution would likely be related to its
influence on the background synoptic-scale flow.
Results from the synoptic-scale wind classification suggest that SB wet events typically
occurred under lighter synoptic-scale winds when compared to the SB dry events. This suggests
that SB fronts that occur under lighter synoptic-scale winds, but strong enough to induce
convergence and vertical velocities along the SB front, are more likely to allow SB fronts to
optimize, maximize, and potentially induce precipitation. This is particularly true in the case of
offshore synoptic-scale flow. The difference in the average offshore synoptic-scale winds
between SB dry and SB wet events was statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.
Offshore events that fell within the 0 to 4-6 m/s optimal SB range were more likely observed as
SB wet events whereas SB dry events were more likely to be observed under offshore synopticscale flow in the “SB weakening range” (i.e. above the optimal 0 to 4-6 m/s offshore range). The
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difference in average parallel synoptic-scale flow between SB dry and SB wet events was not
statistically significant and therefore agreed with previous literature that there is no optimal
parallel synoptic-scale wind speed range under which SB evolution can be optimized. Because
there was only one SB dry event that occurred under onshore synoptic-scale flow, it was not
possible to compute statistical differences. However, all onshore synoptic-scale SB wet events
occurred under the optimal synoptic-scale onshore wind speed range (0-4 m/s).
Lastly, results from this SB climatology would suggest that an interplay of optimal
thermodynamic and synoptic-dynamic conditions must be present for a NC SB front to induce
precipitation on any given SB day. Likely, the best conditions for SB induced precipitation
would occur with enhanced early morning instability, minimal stable air aloft, and light synopticscale offshore or parallel wind flow throughout the duration of the event.
6.2 WRF Modeling of the SB
WRF simulations using current climate data as initial and boundary conditions were run
for 7 of the SB events in order to compare to observations. Three of these simulated SB events
were analyzed and presented in this thesis (August 1, 2009; July 23, 2010; July 12, 2012). Two
other events are presented in the appendix section (September 7, 2012; July 13, 2012). Results
suggest that WRF can model certain aspects of SB evolution better than others. In the 3-km
domain, WRF was most accurate at modeling the horizontal extent and late day veering/backing
of the SB front. However, WRF often struggled to capture the exact timing of SB frontogenesis
and SB frontolysis. Additionally, WRF often struggled to capture the inland penetration distance
of the SB front, simulating further inland penetration than observations. WRF simulated SB
precipitation relatively well. In most of the case studies, WRF simulated the timing of initiation
and peak SB-induced precipitation close to observations. However, in most of the case studies,
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WRF struggled to simulate the termination timing of the SB-induced precipitation. The accuracy
of WRF simulated total SB precipitation varied across the case studies. WRF often overestimated
the amount of SB-induced precipitation accumulated across the domain. Despite this, WRF did
consistently capture the highest precipitation amounts in a given event, and spatially
concentrated the precipitation in the correct region in most of the case studies. In the 9-km
domain, WRF is very poor at simulating the SB and associated precipitation when compared to
the 3-km domain. It would be interesting to explore if WRF simulates a more accurate NC SB
front at a 2-km or 1-km inner domain. Additionally, it would be interesting to explore the
sensitivity of NC SB fronts to different WRF physics parameterization schemes. Lastly, it is
suggested that future research is needed to assess WRF’s ability to model the SB in locations
other than NC, as localized effects influence SB evolution substantially.
6.3 Climate Change and Future Implications
To investigate the effects of a warmer climate on NC SB evolution, this study utilized the
PGW approach. The PGW approach allowed for comparison of present climate WRF
simulations of NC SB events to future climate WRF simulations of NC SB events under
modified thermodynamics representing a warmer end of the 21st century. Temperature anomalies
from the late 21st century were derived from a Multi-Model-Mean (MMM) of five different
CMIP5 GCMs and applied across the WRF domains used in this study. For each SB case,
separate simulations for the RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 future climate scenarios were run in WRF.
Three separate climate scenarios were then available for spatial and temporal inter-comparison.
The thermodynamic effect was evident in each case’s future climate simulations with a
substantial increase in instability and atmospheric moisture content both in magnitude and
spatially along the NC coastline. Additionally, the increase in surface temperatures was evident
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inland and across the ocean. However, the increase in available atmospheric moisture and
instability along the NC coast did not always translate to an increase in SB-induced precipitation.
Specifically, the future climate simulations for the June 23, 2010 SB event experienced less
precipitation than the current climate simulation, despite a substantial increase in early morning
CAPE and PWAT along the SB initiation and propagation zones. Additionally, the July 12,
2012 simulations simulated a drier SB event in the RCP 8.5 simulation, despite a substantial
increase in early morning CAPE and PWAT along the SB zones. The RCP 4.5 simulation for the
July 12, 2012 SB event did however simulate a wetter SB event when compared to the current
climate and RCP 8.5 simulations, suggesting that other mechanisms may drive future SBinduced precipitation beyond simply warmer temperatures. The future climate simulations for the
August 1, 2009 event simulated an increase in SB-induced precipitation, likely partially the
result of the increase in instability and available moisture along the SB zones. Results from all of
the case studies suggest that future thermodynamic changes had more of an influence on the
timing and initiation of these NC SB fronts. Inland heating occurred sooner in the day in several
of the case studies, resulting in earlier SB frontogenesis. Additionally, the warmer temperatures
along the NC coast potentially induced an earlier start to the SB-induced precipitation by eroding
any stable air aloft, and allowing the SB front to lift air parcels into the reservoir of enhanced
CAPE. Earlier falling rain likely stabilized the atmosphere earlier in the event, terminating the
precipitation sooner in the future climate simulations.
In each of the cases’ future climate simulations, the center of the NASH and the NASH’s
western ridge migrate westward towards the eastern United States. While this westward shift
was at most a few degrees in longitude, in several of the cases the speed and direction of the
synoptic-scale wind changes across the NC coast as a result. The results from this study would
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suggest that slight shifts in the synoptic-scale winds can have a significant impact on the
evolution of a NC SB front and the associated precipitation. This is particularly evident in the
June 23, 2010 event where the SB front was progressively weaker from the RCP 4.5 to RCP 8.5
simulations. The synoptic-scale winds completely turn onshore in the June 23, 2010 RCP 8.5
simulation, significantly weakening the induced frontal convergence and the land/sea
temperature gradient. In contrast, the June 23, 2010 current climate and RCP 4.5 simulations
both simulate offshore to parallel synoptic-scale winds, which induced increased SB frontal
convergence and vertical velocities. So despite the substantial increase in atmospheric moisture
and instability in the RCP 8.5 simulation, the synoptic-scale wind shift from offshore in the
current climate simulation to onshore in the RCP 8.5 simulation, likely inhibited the SB front
from inducing precipitation. In the August 1, 2009 event the NASH’s westward expansion is
also accompanied with stronger southwesterly flow in the future climate simulations. Likely, this
increase in southwesterly flow is accompanied by an increased moisture flux transported from
the Gulf of Mexico along the NASH’s ridge into the NC SB zones (as was seen in the NASH
composite maps). Additionally, the increase in southwesterly flow led to increased convergence
and vertical velocities across the SB boundary in the future climate simulations for the August 1,
2009 event. Likely, the increased convergence and vertical velocities contributed to the enhanced
precipitation in the August 1, 2009 event. Lastly, the future increase in southwesterly synopticscale flow in the August 1, 2009 event appeared to influence the spatial spread of precipitation
along the NC coast. In the July 12, 2012 event, however, the westward shift in the NASH’s
western ridge in the future climate scenarios did not change the wind direction or speed along the
NC coast. The synoptic-scale winds remained onshore and light (0 - 4 m/s) across each of the
three climate scenarios. As a result, the precipitation amounts and spatial spread amongst the
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three climate scenarios remained comparable, even despite enhanced thermodynamics in
moisture and instability in the RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 scenarios.
The results from this thesis suggest that as the NASH continues to shift further west in a
warmer climate, NC SB evolution could be considerably influenced by slight shifts in the speed
and direction of the prevailing synoptic-scale flow across the coast. If SB fronts can raise air
parcels through stable air aloft, then likely they will tap into the enhanced instability and
atmospheric moisture and potentially induce rainfall amounts different than that observed in the
current climate. However, whether or not SB fronts will initiate precipitation at all, and whether
or not that precipitation will increase or decrease in a warmer climate may be considerably
contingent on future shifts in the synoptic-scale wind direction and speed along the coast.
6.4 Possible Limitations and Final Comments
The PGW approach is a conservative approach in that it utilizes a MMM to apply
smoothed temperature anomalies across the configured WRF domains. The actual temperatures
during a future NC SB event could strongly deviate from these average temperatures. However,
the results from this thesis are not meant be a future forecast. Instead, the results are meant to
help meteorologists understand how future changes in thermodynamics, as well as in the largescale atmospheric flow, such as that associated with the NASH, may influence weather at the
regional scale. With this in mind, results in this study suggest that future climate thermodynamic
and synoptic-dynamic changes as a result of a warmer climate, could have considerable impacts
on the amount and spatial distribution of coastal precipitation induced by mesoscale phenomenon
such as the SB. Future research into how a warmer, future climate impacts SB evolution
elsewhere in the world is needed as localized effects have significant impacts on SB evolution
and would likely offer different results. As the results in this study suggest, WRF captures
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certain aspects of the SB better than others. WRF may do better or worse at modeling the SB
elsewhere, which could influence confidence in its ability to predict the future. Additionally,
long-term future simulations (years to decades) would allow for investigation into other aspects
of SB evolution that are limited in this thesis’s methodology, such as whether the SB season may
extend in a warmer, future climate. Lastly, incorporating a longer record climatology of SB
events would likely reveal more significant results as to how SB evolution has changed over the
recent past, and what thermodynamic and synoptic-dynamic variables can be more useful in
guiding coastal forecasts of SB-induced precipitation. While it may be clearer how a warmer
climate may impact precipitation patterns at the synoptic scale, results from this thesis suggest
that answering how precipitation patterns may change in a warmer climate at the mesoscale is a
much more complex task.
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APPENDIX A
CASE 4
Case 4: September 7, 2012 –Parallel Synoptic-scale Flow
On September, 7, 2012 an early afternoon (16:00 Z) SB front developed south of
Wilmington, NC and extended southward into South Carolina. The SB front continuously
triggered precipitation as it propagated inland. The SB front penetrated inland as far as
Elizabethtown, NC before stalling out, slightly backing counterclockwise, and terminating
around 23:30 Z.
A strong tropical system was present over the middle Atlantic on this day, leaving behind
remnants of a NE NASH ridging event. This allowed for parallel synoptic-scale flow to just
barely reach the North Carolina coast (Figure 68). The resulting average parallel wind speed
over the day was very light at 2-3 m/s. The day was also very unstable with a 12:00 Z sounding
CAPE value of 997.32 J/kg, a lifted index value of -2.00, and a low CIN value of 24.92 J/kg.
Additionally, an abundance of moisture was present with a 12:00 Z sounding PWAT value of
52.77 mm.

Figure 68: NARR derived 850 mb geopotential heights (m) and 850 mb winds (m/s) on
September 7, 2012. Remnants of a NE NASH setup induced parallel flow across the NC coast.
Comparison of WRF Current Climate Simulation to Observations
WRF simulated an earlier start to the SB-induced precipitation (16:00 Z) than what was
observed in the NEXRAD observations (18:00 Z) (Figure 69). However, WRF did concentrate
the reflectivity signatures in the Wilmington vicinity early in the event similar to that seen in the
NEXRAD observations. WRF maintains precipitation along the SB front as it propagates inland,
however it appears that WRF simulates further inland propagation of the precipitation. This is
confirmed in the WRF simulated vertical velocity plots (Figure 69). The WRF simulated SB thin
line penetrates a bit further inland when compared to the thin line in the NEXRAD observations.
Regardless, the WRF vertical velocity plots once again display WRF’s ability to capture the
general structure of the SB front and its location. Additionally, there is a slight backing to the
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WRF simulated SB thin line similar to the backing seen in the NEXRAD observations. WRF
captures the termination of the SB induced precipitation at 23:30 Z, almost perfectly in line with
the NEXRAD observations. Figure 70 shows a comparison of NEXRAD observed total
precipitation and WRF current climate simulated total precipitation for the September 7, 2012
SB event. WRF drastically overestimates the amount of accumulated precipitation when
compared to the NEXRAD observations. Spatially, it simulates precipitation much further inland
when compared to NEXRAD observations. Despite all this, WRF does accurately simulate the
heaviest precipitation amounts of accumulation seen throughout the NEXRAD observations.
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18:00 Z

21:00 Z

23:00 Z

WRF CC

NEXRAD Radar

WRF CC

Figure 69: September 7, 2012 comparison of WRF current climate simulated radar reflectivity
(dBZ) (top), NEXRAD observed radar reflectivity (dBZ) (middle), and WRF current climate
simulated vertical velocities (cm/s). From left to right, the time-series includes the 18:00 Z,
21:00 Z, and 23:00 Z times.
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Figure 70: September 7, 2012 comparison of NEXRAD observed total precipitation (mm) (left)
and WRF current climate simulated total precipitation (mm) (right).
Comparison of WRF Current Climate Simulation to WRF Future Climate Simulations
Both the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF RCP 8.5 simulations simulate progressively earlier SBinduced precipitation initiation and termination times when compared to the WRF current
climate simulation. Specifically, the WRF RCP 4.5 simulation initiates SB induced precipitation
around 15:30 Z and terminates the precipitation around 23:00 Z. The WRF RCP 8.5 simulation
initiates SB induced precipitation at 15:00 Z and terminates the precipitation around 22:00 Z.
The spatial spread of precipitation moves progressively further inland from the WRF RCP 4.5 to
WRF RCP 8.5 simulation. Additionally, the precipitation spread also progressively migrates
away from the Wilmington, NC and Elizabethtown, NC vicinity and concentrates towards the
Jacksonville, NC, New Bern, NC, and Goldsboro, NC areas in both the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF
RCP 8.5 simulations (Figure 72). Anomalous precipitation reached upwards of 80-100 mm in
discrete locations in both the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF 8.5 simulations. Teasing out the
difference in precipitation anomalies between the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF RCP 8.5 simulations
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is difficult. However, there is a distinct spatial shift of robust anomalies between the two WRF
simulations in that the anomalous precipitation progressively shifts towards the Beaufort and
Pamlico areas (Figure 73).
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18:00 Z

21:00 Z

23:00 Z

WRF CC

WRF RCP 4.5

WRF RCP 8.5

Figure 71: September 7, 2012 time-series comparison of radar reflectivity (dBZ) for the WRF
current climate simulation (top), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5
simulation (bottom). Times displayed from left to right include 18:00 Z, 21:00 Z, and 23:00 Z.
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WRF CC

WRF RCP 4.5

WRF RCP 8.5

Figure 72: Comparison of precipitation totals (mm) in the WRF current climate simulation (left),
WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (right). Precipitation totals are
valid from September 7, 2012 14:30 Z to September 8, 2012 00:30 Z.

RCP 4.5 - CC

RCP 8.5 - CC

Figure 73: Precipitation change associated with the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF RCP 8.5
simulations when compared to the WRF CC simulation. The turquoise colors represent regions
where the future climate simulation simulated higher amounts of precipitation (mm) when
compared to the current climate simulation. The gray colors represent regions where the future
climate simulation simulated less precipitation (mm) when compared to the current climate
simulation.
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Figure 74 displays a time-series comparison of WRF simulated CAPE across the
different climate scenarios. The atmosphere is progressively more unstable across the SB
initiation and propagation zones in the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF RCP 8.5 simulations. This is
especially true at 15:00 Z in the WRF RCP 8.5 simulation, where CAPE values along the coast
and immediately inland reached 3700 J/kg. With warmer surfaces temperatures present in the
future climate simulations, perhaps early morning stable air aloft was more easily eroded,
allowing SB fronts to lift air parcels into the reservoir of enhanced CAPE and induce
precipitation earlier in the vent. As precipitation falls earlier in the day, the resulting atmosphere
can also stabilize earlier in the day. Therefore, the warmer temperatures likely explain the earlier
termination of the precipitation in both the RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 simulations by sooner
atmospheric stabilization. This is confirmed in Figure 74, where it appears that the future
climate simulations experience a late afternoon stabilization of the atmosphere in the wake of
precipitation.
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15:00 Z

18:00 Z

21:00 Z

WRF CC

WRF RCP 4.5

WRF RCP 8.5

Figure 74: Time-series comparison of CAPE (J/kg) for the WRF current climate simulation
(top), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (bottom). Times
displayed from left to right include 15:00 Z, 18:00 Z, and 21:00 Z.
The western ridge of the NASH expands out and westward in both the WRF RCP 4.5 and
WRF RCP 8.5 simulations (Figure 75). Accompanying the westward expansion of the NASH is
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slightly stronger synoptic-scale parallel winds along the NC coast. The average synoptic-scale
parallel wind speeds in the WRF current climate simulation were 4 m/s. In contrast, the average
synoptic-scale parallel wind speeds in both the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF RCP 8.5 simulations
simulation were 2-6 m/s. The increase in wind speeds is not overly robust in the future climate
simulations, likely explaining the lack of increase in convergence along the future climate SB
fronts (Figure 76). However, the increase in parallel flow in the future climate simulations could
explain the shift in the precipitation spread further up the coast towards the Jacksonville vicinity
seen in both the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF RCP 8.5 simulations. The SB thin line veers much
more aggressively in the future climate simulations, potentially the result of the slightly
increased, steering, parallel synoptic-scale flow. This strong veering could also be a result of
different land/sea warming across the climate scenarios.

WRF CC

WRF RCP 4.5

WRF RCP 8.5

Figure 75: September 7, 2012 comparison of averaged sea level pressure (hPa) and 850mb wind
speeds (m/s) for the WRF current climate simulation (left), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle),
and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (right). Times are valid September 7, 2012 03:00 Z to September
8, 2012 03:00 Z.
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18:00 Z

21:00 Z

23:00 Z

WRF CC

WRF RCP 4.5

WRF RCP 8.5

Figure 76: Time-series comparison of vertical velocities (cm/s) for the WRF current climate
simulation (top), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (bottom).
Times displayed from left to right include 18:00 Z, 21:00 Z, and 23:00 Z. Orange arrows
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indicate the position of the SB thin lines.

The amount of atmospheric moisture content in the SB initiation and propagation zone
progressively increases from the WRF RCP 4.5 to WRF RCP 8.5 simulations (Figure 77). In the
WRF current climate simulation, the synoptic-scale winds just barely hold onto a SW direction
across the SB initiation and propagation zone. Therefore, moisture flux from the Gulf of Mexico,
and Atlantic Ocean is limited in the WRF current climate simulation. However, because of the
westward expansion of the NASH’s western ridge, the synoptic-scale winds in the future climate
WRF simulations can hold onto a SW direction across the SB initiation and propagation zone
more consistently. Couple this with the increase in synoptic-scale winds seen along the eastern
seaboard in each future WRF simulation and the result is a more consistent flux of moisture from
the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic Ocean that the SB can tap into. This synoptic-dynamic shift in
the 850 mb winds could explain some of the increase in precipitation seen in the future climate
WRF simulations.
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Figure 77: Time-series comparison of PWAT (mm) for the WRF current climate simulation
(top), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (bottom). Times
displayed from left to right include 15:00 Z, 18:00 Z, and 21:00 Z.
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APPENDIX B
CASE 5
Case 5: July 13, 2012 – NE NASH, Onshore Synoptic-scale Flow
In the middle of July, 2012, a NE NASH period (Figure 78) began to re-establish itself
over the Atlantic Ocean inducing onshore synoptic-scale flow over the NC coast for several
days. From July 11, 2012 through July 14, 2012, consecutive SB fronts developed and produced
substantial precipitation as they propagated inland. Each day, except for July 11, experienced
light onshore synoptic scale winds between 1-4 m/s. On July 11, 2012 a low pressure system
exited the NC coast and induced offshore synoptic flow behind the departing cold front. While
the low pressure system hovered around to the north, the NASH began to re-establish itself and
influence over the NC coastline on July 12, 2012 through July 14, 2012. Additionally, each day
was rather unstable as seen in Table 7.
Because of the recurring synoptic and thermodynamic nature of this set of SB events,
only the July 13 event is presented here. The July 13 SB event produced some of the more
impressive precipitation and did so under onshore synoptic-scale flow.

Figure 78: NARR derived 850mb geopotential heights (m) and 850mb winds (m/s) on July 13,
2012. A NE NASH positioning synoptic setup developed on this day inducing onshore flow
across the NC coast.
Comparison of WRF Current Climate Simulation to Observations
The WRF current climate simulation of the July 13, 2012 SB event was initialized at
00:00 Z July 11, 2012. The simulation ran for 78 hours and terminated at 06:00 Z July 14 2012.
A comparison of the 850 mb heights and 850 mb winds from the WRF current climate
simulation (Figure 79) to the corresponding NARR derived 850 mb heights and 850 mb winds
(Figure 78) shows that WRF captures the position and western ridge of the NASH quite well.
Additionally, WRF simulated consistently light (0- 4-6 m/s) onshore synoptic flow over the NC
coastline throughout the event, similar to that of the NARR derived daily average 850 mb wind
plots.
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Figure 79: 21:00 Z current climate WRF simulated 850 mb heights (m) and 850 mb winds (m/s)
valid July 13, 2012.
WRF simulated radar reflectivity generally captured the SB-induced precipitation
sufficiently when compared to NEXRAD radar observations (Figure 80). It simulates the timing
of the SB precipitation similar to that of the observations (15:00 Z) and does a slightly better job
at simulating the termination of the SB precipitation around 22:00 Z. The precipitation for this
event was also concentrated along a Wilmington SB front, which WRF accurately simulated. At
18:00 Z, the precipitation was most intense along the SB front. WRF struggled to capture the
intensity of the precipitation around 18:00 Z and throughout the remaining afternoon hours.
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However, it did capture the inland propagation distance and timing of the SB-induced
precipitation quite well. Figure 81 shows a comparison of NEXRAD observed total
precipitation and WRF current climate simulated total precipitation for the July 13, 2012 SB
event. WRF slightly overestimates the highest precipitation amounts, but overall, it spatially
simulates the spread of SB accumulated precipitation quite well when compared to the
NEXRAD observations. WRF simulated vertical velocities for the July 13, 2012 SB event also
captured the SB thin line quite well. The SB in this event also had a veering nature to its
propagation in the afternoon hours. WRF handles this slight veer quite well.
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18:00 Z

22:00 Z

WRF CC

NEXRAD Radar

WRF CC

Figure 80: July 13, 2012 comparison of WRF current climate simulated radar reflectivity (dBZ)
(top), NEXRAD observed radar reflectivity (dBZ) (middle), and WRF current climate simulated
vertical velocities (cm/s). From left to right, the time-series includes the 15:00 Z, 18:00 Z, and
22:00 Z times.
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Figure 81: July 13, 2012 comparison of NEXRAD observed total precipitation (mm) (left) and
WRF current climate simulated total precipitation (mm) (right).
Comparison of WRF Current Climate Simulation to WRF Future Climate Simulations
In the future replication of the July 13, 2012 SB event, WRF simulated a quicker
termination in the WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (Figure 82). However, the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF
RCP 8.5 simulations simulated similar initiation times to those in the WRF current climate
simulation. Precipitation amounts for the July 13, 2012 SB events were comparable across the
different WRF climate simulations (Figure 83). The spatial spread of precipitation was also
consistent across climate scenarios. In each of the climate scenarios for the July 13, 2012 SB
event, the precipitation elongated from Wilmington, NC perpendicular to the coast and up
towards the Jacksonville, NC area. Anomalous precipitation in the July 13, 2012 WRF future
climate simulations was minimal in and near the SB initiation and propagation zones (Figure
84).
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15:00 Z
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22:00 Z

WRF CC

WRF RCP 4.5

WRF RCP 8.5

Figure 82: July 13, 2012 time-series comparison of radar reflectivity (dBZ) for the WRF current
climate simulation (top), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation
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(bottom). Times displayed from left to right include 15:00 Z, 18:00 Z, and 22:00 Z.

WRF CC

WRF RCP 4.5

WRF RCP 8.5

Figure 83: Comparison of precipitation totals (mm) in the WRF current climate simulation (left),
WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle), and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (right). Precipitation totals
(mm) are valid from July 13, 2012 09:30 Z to July 14, 2012 01:30 Z.

RCP 4.5 - CC

RCP 8.5 - CC

Figure 84: July 13, 2012 precipitation change associated with the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF RCP
8.5 simulations when compared to the WRF CC simulation. The turquoise colors represent
regions where the future climate simulation simulated higher amounts of precipitation (mm)
when compared to the current climate simulation. The gray colors represent regions where the
future climate simulation simulated less precipitation (mm) when compared to the current
climate simulation.
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Atmospheric moisture content as well as instability progressively increased from the
WRF current climate simulation to the RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 simulations (not shown). Despite
this, results above suggest that the spatial spread and amounts of precipitation are similar across
the climate scenarios. Therefore, the lack of change in precipitation may be due to the lack of
shifts in synoptic-scale flow amongst the climate scenarios. The NASH’s western ridge expands
westward in both the WRF RCP 4.5 and WRF RCP 8.5 simulations for the July 13, 2012 event
(Figure 85). The WRF RCP 4.5 simulation simulates slightly stronger onshore winds at times
during the event when compared to the WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (not shown). Because of this,
the WRF RCP 4.5 simulation simulates precipitation anomalies a bit further inland when
compared to the precipitation anomalies in the WRF RCP 8.5 simulation. Therefore, the minimal
future spatial changes in precipitation that are displayed, are likely the result of slight variations
in speed and direction across the climate scenarios throughout the events. For robust future
changes in precipitation to occur during onshore synoptic-scale flow SB events, results from this
study would suggest that the synoptic-scale flow would either have to shift to either offshore or
parallel flow, or the onshore synoptic-scale flow would need to increase beyond the onshore
optimal range (0-4 m/s), and increase convergence without fully suppressing the SB circulation.
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WRF RCP 4.5
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Figure 85: July 13, 2012 comparison of averaged sea level pressure (hPa) and 850 mb wind
speeds (m/s) for the WRF current climate simulation (left), WRF RCP 4.5 simulation (middle),
and WRF RCP 8.5 simulation (right). Times are valid Jul 13, 2012 03:00 Z to July 14, 2012
03:00 Z.
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